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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING. FEliKUAKY
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MILLION'S

THIRTEEN

BAND WILL GO

THE ELKS'

United States May Give Em. Governor Hughes and Governor Fort Participate In Explre Unexpended Balance
ercises and Big Dinner
of Fund Resulting From
Tonight.
Boxer Troubles.

APPROVESIHE

In 1878 and
Resolution Passes Senate and Is Work Was Started
Abandoned
Now In House Committee Which
Awaited Perfection of Electric
Will Probably Recommend
Locomotives-Roosev- elt
to Build Schools
Sends Message.
for Celestials.
Tw!ce--Complttio-

p.t-po-

n

lan

Washington. Feb. 25. More than
113.000,000 may be expended by the
Chinese empire in preventing future
Hoxer troubles through highe. educa
tion of Its young men. If the scheme
which ha? receive! the tentative approval of President P.oosevelt is car-ri- e
d out by Congress.
President Koosevelt yesterday In
formed William T. Ellis ol Philadelphia, who has recently traveled
through the Chinese empire, and who
Is responsible for the latest idea as to
the disposition of these millions, that
lie is heartily In favor of such disposition If the scheme can l e worked
out In a practical manner.
As the Senate has already passed a
Joint resolution to consent to a modification of the bond for $24,440,778.31,
dated December 13, 106, received
from China for indemnity against loss
es and expenses Incurred during the
Jfoxcr outbreak. It only remains, if
the House concurs, to declare what
disposit'oji shall be made of the
amount. The .Senate in passing the
resolution showed the amount which
the I'nlted States has received to be
$11.65:,, 492. 69, so that the remainder
of the indemiiMjr first demanded maybe given over l the Chinese empire
for this edc. atlonal
Will Likely I "ass
Th resolution passed by the Senate has net yet come before th3 House
for action, but is now in commUtee.
It is not expected that thire will he
any opposition to tho .dji it modification nor Is it likely that, if the president is convinced that Mr. Kllis" picas
ate tenable, there will be ar.y opposition to the proposition to have the
money devoted to eduia'ou of the
Chinese.
President Roosevelt, '.i Is recommendations to Congre-that die
be remit'el. expressed the
view that the best wa In wr.uh the
nion")' coir 1 be expended would be I l
bringing about 10,000 Chinese students to this country lor Ine purpose
of iitmitting them
ii :eiv higher
edticuiion in American nstitutioiis.
'1'he idea of Mr Uliis, v. inch, he
said, the president has tentative V approve,!, pius that of 'he pr;si,len'. cne
better and proposes tii.it instead of
bringing the studens to the institutions, the institutions be erected in the
students' own land.
W ill Ifct Much Good
Such institutions, through their wide
influence, will, Mr. Kllis thinks, do
more to modernize China and prevent
future savage outbreaks, such as that
of l!0i, than ai.y other possible move
that any foreign government might be
able to make.
Senator Lodge, addressing the Senate on January 15, on the question of
the passage of the resolution referred
to, said:
"After the Hoxer troubles
in China, at which time, as senators
will remember, the legations were
and some lives lost, including
that "f the Herman minister, a relief
expedition was sent there by the various we-- ;, in n.tt. on-- , in which we took
part. After the capture of Pekin the
powers agreed to msko a demand
up'iii '!ii:ia f ir ,,n indemnity In one
powers for the injursum in all
r ' ted upon their legations and
ies
for In- losses ami expenses Incurred
by Co expedition.
"The sum agreed upon was 4 5o,- t
ooii.
Mir state department
e:i,, :i ,re,i to keep the total amount
of tin- indemnity down as far as
It was our opinion that it was
e. eis e.in and ultlmugn we did not
reducing the indemnity to
ed
the po.nt to which we thought it
ought to be t'edueil. we did effect
ae

1

s

'

.e

pns-s.b-

I'eiillCtiol..
MIoliiK'nt to lulled Slate,
"The lump sum of 4 "ot, unit, nun t .i s
w as iti u divided among the various
p.nvt rs ::i the expedition, and tile
''.i made I i us on the ground of
inlosses t our ei .."is aid
7 7 v s
curred was t - I t
The i
f the war department
as now
a c"'i .tin c
under
revised esti-o- f
'
are $7 m..1 0.7
the navy
( U ti 1.11. i. ami claims
llepat t
.'tit s and
of
eorpol it :o:
f JJ.e'iu (inn
n! hers to tin? am
"
ai 'I e
il.lll I"'-

Feb. 25. Orasping
hands In fraternal greeting across the
New York-NeJersey boundary line,
from the platforms of electric trains
sixty feet under the Hudson river.
Governor Hughes and Governor Fort
today formally opened the first tunnel connecting the metropolis with
Marking
the Xew Jersey mainland.
the completion of one of the most
stupendous engineering feats of modern times, the meeting of the two governors will doubtless become historic.
President Roosevelt pressed the
electric button in Washington that
started the electric trains bearing
Governor Hughes and Governor Fort
speeding toward each other, the former leaving Morton street, New York,
and the other starting from Hoboken.
The trains met exactly on the state
line, at which point the tunnel was
lined with bunting. Then followed
the memorable greetings between the
two state executives. A congratulatory message from President Hoose-vewas read.
In addition to the governors and
their staffs, the trains carried distinguished representatives of the municipal bodies of all the larger cities
of northern New Jersey, as well as
of New York. Oflicials of the tunnel
system awaited the trains ut the state
line. Following the brief exercises In
the tunnel, both official parties proceeded to Hoboken, where the program provided for short speech-makin- g
and an inspection of the tunnel
plant. Grent public demonstrations
marked the opening at both the
and Hoboken terminals.
The celebration will be brought to
a close tonight with a dinner at Sherry's, in which the state and municipal
officials of New York and New Jersey
will take a leading part. The tunnel
will
officials say that this dinner
eclipse anything of the kind ever held
here. Governor Fort and Governor
Hughes will be the chief speakers.
Cost Is Largo
system repreThis new under-rive- r
sents an expenditure of nearly
It is one of the world's greatest engineering accomplishments and
Is certain to have a marked Influence
not only upon the future development
of northern New Jersey, but also of
certain sections of Manhattan.
The scheme of tunneling the Hudson river was first put forward in
1S78 by D. C. Haskins, a civil engineer. A company was organized and
a lot of money spent on building a
solid brick tunnel 1.200 feet long. The
company failed and the work was
abandoned In 1SX0. Ten years later
Kngllsh capitalists engaged the firm
of Pearson & Son, who are now constructing the Kast Hlver section of the
Pennsylvania tunnels, to extend the
hole. This lime 1,800 feet were built
before the job was given up. Compressed air was use, in construction.
The fatal flaw in the enterprise was
felt to be the Impossibility of using
steam locomotives, with all their output of smoke and gas. In the bore
when li should be completed.
Tho
electric motor was in its infancy.
William G. McAdoo, a lawyer, saw-thpossibilities in 1MD1, and organized a company which acquired the
3,","0 feet of the "id tunnel and completed it by means of the steel ring
method. A second parallel tube was
built. These are the tunnels opened
today, while oilur sections "f the sys.
tern wiil tie in opera;. mi next
New
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ft. Petersburg.

PARDON

2

7..-

who was conGeneral Stocs.-e- l,
demned to death on February 2" for
surrendering tile forlicss ,,f Port Arthur to the Japanese, has petitioned
Kmperor Nicholas for a fail pardon.
The court recommended the death
sentence be commute to ten eats'
imi'i
and that the genera! bc
exeluded from tile military service.

W
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O MUX IN

Sl.sslOX.

J lliesviile.
- I'll. lei'
Wis., F
MUlill I'OSTIiVI, A llor.sK.
llirminghani, Ala., Feb. 2').--- - 'harg- - th r auspices of the
Tobacco
w
ed :tli attempting to steal a house,! Hi ower-.- ' and Iieaiers' association and
six w lute men of M ite, A". I hi'.e le f a th State department of Farmers'
a joint convention of tobacco
sll
arrested on a federal warrant.
In the warrant it is alleged that the
iwers was opcm ,1 here todaj. S.v .
il handled delegates are i,i a;'e:nl-c- e
defendants went to the home of A '.Ice
Joi.es, with three joke of oxen a:wl
and will listen to papers and
thirty feet of wire rope, for the puron tobacco culture by experts,
pose of removing he,- hou.-- e from her
tobacco exhibit w ;n opened .n
y
i
f
with the convention.
homestead
,

ons

An impromptu

meeting of a number of the business men of Albuquerque this morning, demonstrated the
fact that there was a Btrong sentiment
In favor of taking a band along on
the trade excursion.
In fact. It Is
generally conceded that half the good
that can be done towards advertising
Albuquerque will bp lost unles--s
a
band uecommnies the trade excursionists.
After discussing the matter this
morning the business men decided that
while a number of them had voted
ut the meeting last evening not to
take the band, still on second thought
it would be much better in every
way, If the band could be secured.
As a result the band will go. A
committee was appointed by Manager
P. F. MeC'unna to ralas funds for the
purpose of taking the band and this
already
committee
has
secured
enough contributions for this purpose
to warranl the statement that the
trade excursion band will be a real-

by having a good band to play

ity.

The members of this committee,
which will act with the regular committee are: Chairman, J. H. O'HIelly,
E. Li. Washburn, It. H. Lester and
W. F. Hrogan.

Cost Will Jlo Small.
Mtinbcrs of thi committee found
upon investigation that a band of fifteen pieces can be taken along at a
cost of only $530 and needless to say
thi- - sum is Insignificant as compared
with the advertising results such a
musical organization would produce.
The band will be the pick of the- Elks'
band of this city and far superior to
the band carried by the Kl Paso people in their trade excursion.
The following have already expresus in favor of taking
sed lienisc-lvethe band and have backed up their
statements with substantial contributions:
J. H. O'Kielly, George Ames. R. H.
Lester, K. L. Witshburn, Citizen Publishing Co., Palace itillard
parlors,
Charles Chadwick & Co., ltothenberg
Schloss Cigar Co., William Mcin
tosh. M. Mandell, Frank A. Hubbell,
Harry Kankin, J. 1. Itankin, Solo- tnon I.uua. Dr. I). F. Copp, p, F. Mc- (.'anna and S. Welller. These were all
of the men seen by the committee
until noon today but the committee
spent the bulance of tho- afternoon
Interviewing business men with the
result that the list Is growing steadily.
Little trouble 1st anticipated In
securing the sum required to take the
baud along.
this
in speaking nf the matter
morning Harry K.'ink,n, who was a
veteran member of the Commercial
"lull nf Kansas City, and w ho organized the first trade excursion
from that city, said:
Music Is
"It would be a great mistake to go
upon that excurslo,, without a band
and a good one. The cost Is a small
matter when it Is considered that this
s the (1 rst trlii of a Hale excursion
ner the cut-of- f
and the business men
if A lnitUcrque are making an
whiih will last for many
is. I Is only uood business) Judgment to see that the excursion is earned o'lt in a business l:k-- way and
we can not afford to be cheap upon
thi occasion. The Kansas c.ty trade
excursion always carried
the tun'.
bind it was possible to get and did
veiytbnig
on Hie ame scale We
nr.not only going to advertise our- clvcs in livi.lually and our itid.vidual
!cis ni ssi s. but we are going to adver-- .'
Gieati-Albuquerque an. I I don't
know nf anything better for that
purpo.
than a good band. Ity all
means take a ban i iunng or stay at
home."
Whi'o it is admitted that it will
Tkely be possible for most of the
w riole-a- b
rs to see each
Individual
customer or prospective customer,
still It will not be possible for the
retail merchant to interview every
n n
woman and chil l all of whom
me in fade to him. It bhoul also be
i elite inhered
that the women and
children form as much a part of the
retai!er'.s trade as do the men theni-s- .
Ives. The only way in which to
make the excursion a big success is
i

i

j

FULL
Feb.

People Along Route of Trade Excursion Expect Albuquerque to Be
Be Unfair to Disappoint Thern-OvatlAll .Along ths
For Albuquerqueans-Commltt- ees
Hard at Work.
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,

'hadw ick.

Committee on I lecora t ion of the
Train W. G. Tight, lon J. Kankin,
ii X. Marron.
thai Chairman
Prom the inoun-iiGeorge I,. Itrooks ci.lled the meeting
to order it became apparent that the
members of 'be party were a unit :n
their dctei'ininit! "i to make, the
a Him-- - aid that they were
ly to .sacriti. .. ai.y p( rs.iiuii opinions they might possess regarding details, in the int. i st of harmony. This
was brought out in the opening discussion which dt alt with the subject
of train equi pincnt ami the question
of providing for tile feeding of the
travelers en route and which, after
consultation wl'h Traveling Passenger Agent tl.n ie nf the Santa I'o
an.; Superin en del, t Il.lVis of the
Pullman company. wa left for tit.al
decision to the oflicen ill charge. The
majority of those ptesi-n- t
were in
fivor of u!t;'uMng a dining car for
tm- - previously propose,
buffet an
boiler outfit and tne matter would
undoubtedly have been determined In
t.s favor by the meeting if assurance
could have been received from
company that It could be
obtained in time. I., view, however,
of the uncertainty "ii the subject supplemental
was
provision
made
through the ivstablishm nt of a temporary buffet In the baggage car atgenerous offers of supplies In the
cig;yr and liquid line were ma le by I).
S. Itosenwall
of the ltothenberg &
Schloss company, M. L. Stern of Stern
t

n--

;

--

t

Feb.

25.
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tonight
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WARSHIP

TO BELIEVE

ANARCHISTS

RESPONSIBLE

FOR

MURDER

Evans Will Send Ship to Charles Island. Where Tacoma
Man Has Been Alore
Than a Year.

Wholesale Arrests Expected
as Result of Death of

Rfp

Father Leo at

ver Sunday.

jffj)

WHEN

BODY

OF PRIEST

COMRADES LEFT

IN STATE

JJES
In Spite of Illness

at Time He Was

Examination Shows He Has Undergone Severe Self Imposed
Penance for years-Pub- lic
Ser-

Deserted It Is Believed He Is
SUll Alive and State Department Has Ordered
An

Den-

vices Over Body Will be
Held Tomorrow.

Investigation.

"Ci-'a- r.
"
Washington, Feb.
lea.
Ing Callao Admiral F.vaiM will dispatch a warship to Charles Island,
Up to Her Standard-Wou- ld one of the Oallpagos group, to determine if possible the fate of Frederick
an American, who waa abanLine Being Prepared Jeffs,
doned on the Island more than a year
ago and who, it Is believed, Is still
tore

Denre.".. Feb. J5. The belief Is
growing In thi.' city that Father Leo
Hetnrlehs, the Catholic priest murdered by OuUeppe Alio, alias Ouar-naccl- o,
al the communion service in
St. Elizabeth's church Sunday morning, was the victim of an anarchist
plot. Most of the Catholic priests In
the city believe this and believe that
he has been a marked man ever since
his arrival In this city last August.
It is thought that the nlot to kill
him was formulated before he left
Paterson, N. J.. his former residence,
and that anarchists have been waiting
several months for an opportunity.
Through the efforts of Michael
chief of police, It Is hoped that
thirty anarchists In various parts of
the country will ba nlueori imit
ar
rest within a few days. Delaney said

alive.

Jeffs is the son of a clothing merchant In Tacoma, Wash. He has always been a rover, and more than a
year ago shipped on the 1200-to- n
Norwegian bark Alexandra, ut Kew Orleans. The vessel sailed on her last
voyage from New Castle, iNew South
Wales, in November, 1906, with a
crew of 21 men and a cargo of coal.
Ill luck beset her from the outset.
For nearly six months she dragged
her course, encountering long calms
In the tropic.
Finally, within 25
miles . of the . Gallpagos group, with vouay ;
provisions all but exhausted and the
Followed tlie Band
water supply gone, the vessel was
"We have traced Alio and his band
deserted. The crew put off In two from the
quarries of southern
lifeboats, headed for Albemarle Island. Italy and stone
huve located most of the
The boats became separated In the towns where they lived. After mine
night, and, buffeted by contrary to Spain
and South America they
winds, one commanded by the mate came to
the United States, alt vnlnsr
finally reached the Island. The other, to Paterson,
from where, they seal commanded by the captatln, came to icrea.
we nave located four who
land on Charles island. Fifteen days were detailed
to work In Colorado.
later the mate and his men were res- Alio was one of them."
cued by the service boat CotopaxI,
Alio Is still kept In Jail at Colorado
from Ecuador.
Springs to avoid danger of a lynch
Is-lt
Was
ing.
llehind
He vehemently denies that he
On Albemarle Island the party had belongs to any anarchistic bodv that
found wild cattle, fruit aplenty and wishes the murder of priests, or that
turtles by the hundred.
They had there was a plot at the bottom of the
turtle soup and beefsteak dally. The muruer.
captain and his men on Charles Island
"I did the kllllne." he savs "nn mv
fared not so well. There were fruits own account, because I hate orients
and turtles, but no cattle. Then the In general.
turtles were of prodigious size and
Self IniMMpd IVnancv
agrees!.
vlcloui.
body
The
priest
They
nn
had landed
the side of the was placed of the murdered
When the cap question was disthis mornlno- - unnn th
posed of a badge was displayed by Island farthest from the beaten path sanctuary
of St. Kllzabeth's church,
John
Clarke of the Henham In- of sea vessels. Captain Peterson de- which
reblessed yesterday morndian Trading Co., which was at cided to cross to the other side. Jeffs, ing. It was
Hi state until after th
once accepted. It is an attractive ar- suffering from pleurisy, was too 111 public will lie
funeral
tomorrow.
services
weak
to
trip
make
the
when
the
ticle of characteristic Indian design and
'I he Franciscan brothers held a priHe was left behind,
topped with a booster button and party started.
ceremony
vate
over the body this
decorated at the fringe with beads. choosing to take his chances win a he morning, after which
the doors of th
was to risking the effects of the xor.
The cost will he 50 cents.
were
church
opened and during the
The question of souvenirs, contin- lion.
day
a
procession
missed
The CotopaxI, attracted by their through constant
gent expenses and printing was left
the church to look upon the
to a commlt'ee composed of ,1.
H. beacon fire, put In and took off 'Jap-tai- n face of the martyred priest.
Peterson's party a fortnight iater.
o'RIelly, malinger; C. F. Wade ami
The Franciscan brothers were surJohn Lee Clarke. In addition a com- No effort was made to find Jeffs, prised after tho murder
to learn that
expressing
Peterson
tl
a
p.
at
belief
he
coiiHlstlng
R. Sfbwentker
of
mittee
Father Leo wore next to his skin
chairman; W. L. Kdgar. Walter Jaf- could not have survived his Illness. heavy chains, to each
link of which
fa. Allan Waas, W. P. Metcalf. Paul The story of Jeffs' plight reached the was fastened a hook sharpened
to a
Tiutsch, Melville Summers. K. W. navy department through t lie minis- needle point. The
body
and arms
Fee and Frank Ralph was appointed ter to Kcua.dor.
were scarred, showing that the priest
t'i 'aise JnOn to meet the expense Inhad been undergoing this self imposed
XKW IWU NSWICK lXIXTlONS.
volved in this direction.
penance for many years.
H.,
St.
N.
Is
decnratfng
25.
Feb.
John.
The matter of
This
the train
was left in the hands of Dr. Tight, nomination day for seats in the New
i'nn J Rankin and o. X. Marron and I'.runsw ick legislature, preparatory to MARTIN HAS BUSY
the plan proposed Included streamers the election to be held on March 3.
for tin- car sides arid a seites of large The last legislature was dissolved by
pIclureH of Albuquerque, now In I)r. Lieutenant Governor Twcedle on JanTIME WASHINGTON
Tight s possession to be displayed in uary 23.
on
baggage
frames
the sides of the
:: r.
Pir-on- al
Acquaintance Willi Officials
subject
of music brought forth MEXICAN GOVERNOR TO
The
a discussion which terminated
lq a
Makes IntriMliii-rioiI'liiMtfM.sHry
l es'i! ut inn
providing for the organi
SOLVE LIQUOR PROBLEM
Will Ask llilucators to Meet
ze
of a qil
and the proeur- llci-Nei Year.
ii.g of a number of s eclal Verses.
each hav nig for Its subje t one of the Pi'oMises tit Adopt (iolliciilH-i-Systow its to lie visited, t be sung by the
tem, by
Inch Saloons W ill be
Wasiiington. Feb. 25 W. K. Maril lite',
assisted by tile entile coni- TaLrii Over by
tin, clcik of the district court of Sopany.
( irHiiai ion.
corro X M is In Washington, and
Indication point to a I'OIISp
spent a busy day at the various de
Chihuahua. Mix., Feb. 25. Gov- - partments.
access tor the first t .1.
iir.H'
His long
acquaintance
m.or ' reel says that as
soon
'
Albuquerque.
as will, many oflicials and heads of
iressii'g matter are disposed of, he
renders unnecessary his Inmay take up the solution of the liquor
tro nation, and he was accorded a.
THIRTY IVIIIilih
g
problem along the lines nf the
,y Secretary Loco.
2r..
Thirty
Feb.
I.are l... Texas.
system, as inopose, by him Assistantwelcome
At'oiney
were Injured In the partial when InGeneral Pur ly.
governor
acting
two
is
S'lTctary Gartield. Secretary Hitch- derailment of an excursion train at i in ,
"ck a nd many ot hers.
'irviiie, twelve miles north of Laredo,
In l,ro f this system comprises a
To lav he had a long consultation
la-- t
night. The excursionists, most
corporation
to
with various oflicials.
Ohio,
He lias been
of w horn were from Toledo,
ok,- over as rapidly as possibly the
asked to address the Xational F.
were traveling under the direction of saloons of the st.ttc, close many
and
association, which Is m sesCharles Gate of Toledo. The similar- conduct the others under
strict reg- sion here, and will extend
ity of names at first gave rise to the
an invit -'
,v hh-a
plan
on
ulations
and
will
for the association I
"I
report that tho wrecked train was the
meet ,u
to
temperance
morality.
conduce
ami
A ll'U'i in rqtie next v a ar.
special carrying John W. Gates, who It is proposed that the plolits of
the
is travelling through the south. Later
will b- - limited to sx per
it was learned that the John W. Gates lompany
on the capital invested, all above
party arrived nt lleauuiont l ist night. cent
th it sum being devoted to service ANDREWS' BILLS PASS
in some ,, tiier cau-- c
OIL Mi: HOLD .MliFTING.
Tal-a- .
UNITED STATES SENATE
Okla., Feb. 25. fill men of
iMscrss (t.vpi: con can l.
( ik ia lioui.i
and Kansas aro here today
Lostoii,
Feb. 2"i. A discus-io- n
of
in large numbers for the mass meetthe proposed Cape Cod canal, projecting and banquet arranged by the
ed as a part of the Atlantic coast inWashington. Feb.
The foliuw- Oil Producers' association. terior route
through
Long Island itit; bi.ls inttodu. .I by lidcgate W.
Representatives of the state govern- Sound and to North Carolina, will be H. Andrew's Wei'.- pissed by the Sen- ment and legislature are tho guests of the feature of the annual dinner of ate today:
the association.
.V bii. a rii iii.i.i
the lioston Fruit and Produce
the county coin- The object of the meeting Is to
at tin- Hotel Somerset tonight. in ssioiicrs of litiiialilio county to isthe oflicials of the slate Congressman J. Hampton Moore of sue Jl'io.nou five per cent, "ten and
ami legislature
with conditions as Pennsylvania, who is an authority up thirty" bi!.l-'- e bo... is; u bill for thj
actually exist in the oil (lelds. O'l the subj-.-- i t of inland waterways, ri laf ot Nathan lii'ou. Sr. The bill
The number of oil men in the state M wiil d' liver an address, as will Lieugranting land In southeastern New
estimate,! at 2.'.. nun. most of whom ate tenant Governor Draper and other .Mexico to Anna Johnson, was referred
I
members of the association.
mc;..
Ij the private calciiil.il-jo omineiit

nt Schloss

the station when the train pulls in
to play as the train pulls out and to
play now and then while the excursion Is in the town. A band will
bring the people out when nothing
else will
It will please and entertain the women and children who
are the real friends of the retail
merchant.
It is well to have the other musical features, such as a good quartet
and a good collection of songs but a
great mistake will be made If the
band Is left behind.
What the trade excursion is for as
much us anything else. Is to attract
attention and trade to this city and
a good band is the best advertisement
any city could hav?. jf
An Kxtra W.
The trade excursion' is going to be
a big success.
Manager McCanna is
still receiving applications from those
who want to go and it will be necessary to provide an extra car which
can accommodate the overflow and
the band as well. Kveryone b boosting for thi? excursion and every one
Is working. The business men
are
united on this proposition as they are
on all others for the good of Albuquerque. They will only render their
work more effective by taking along
a good band and doing the thing up
right in the Albuquerque way.
laimusiiistir Meeting.
The cosy parlor of the Commercial
club was the scene last ight of an
enthusiastic gathering of prospective
tourists, called for the purpose of
completing arrangements for the Albuquerque trade excursion which will
leave here on March 10 for the Pecos
valley, Helen cut-of- f,
and ICstancia
valley towns. Altogether there were
about 80 of the 100 men who have
slgnliled their intenilon of going on
the trip present, and the manner in
which they responded to the demands
of the occasion was an inspiration to
behold.
The lirst thing on the program was
the selection of officers and committees and the following well known
men were unanimously chosen to till
the places.:
Train Manager I '. F. McCanna.
Mayor Flank McKee.
Treasurer
Musical Director II. 1.. Washburn.
Committee on Incidental F.xpciis
F. It. Sell wen iker, chairman, W. L.
Kdgar, Walter Jaffa, Allan II. Waas.
W. P. Metcalf. Paul Tcuscli. Melville
Summers. K. SV.
Frank Ualph.
II
on Souvenirs J.
Committee
I'lii.-llyChat li s F. Wade. John i.ee
(
'lai ke.
Committee on i 'ominissary liavid
S
Charles
Kosenwal I. M I.

Colo.

CASTAWAY

EXCURSION

COMMITTEE ALREADY AT WORK SECURING FUNDS TO
TAKE GOOD STRONG iMUSICAL ORGANIZATION ALONG

York,

!

'

ON

Prominent Business Men Say They Will Aid in Raising
Money to Defray Expenses Rather Than Leave Best
Not Be Cheap But
Advertising Medium at Home-M- ust
Must Do the Thing Up Right in the Albuquerque Way-W- ill
Cost But Little Over S500 to Take Musicians.
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Co.. and Don

Itankin of
the- Southwestern Itrewery. The contributions were received with applause and Messrs. Kosenvvald, Stern
and Kankin were immediately appointed by the chair a committee to
look after this) part of the
A
humorous feature was injected into
the discussion on this point by W. P.
Metcalf, whose anxiety on the subject was manifested throughout the
evening by frequent rrcurrences
to
the subject.
C'um mill Itjulgcs
The question of caps ami badges
to be worn by the members was another of the maPers receiving early
attention, and In this connection an
attractive cap of Russian army
wlt
a 'H'.te crown and black
head band wag displayed, Manager
MeCanmi acting as model.
It was
unanimously chosen and will be furnished ut 50 cent each by M. Man-del- !.
A difference is made, however,
in the case of Mr. McCanna, whose
valuable services in connection with
the management ore to be recognized
by allowing him to appear in a cap
of similar design with u ruby red
crown and a solid gold band. This
wius the only portion of the evening's
debate having a hand In It on which
all the members of tho party were
Si
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two
Is still plenty of money for
Investment when securities of unoffered.
questioned safety
Investments, however, ore much
more closely sci utim.e d than form
erly and there Is a decided preference
for bonds and preferred stocks; t lie
rcasnn of colli se being that the latter
must take the chances of reduced
It is an open question,
dividends.
however, if the latter contingency
has not already been fairly discount-e- u
on the better class of stocks, some
of which will ha able to continue
paying the old rate of dividends because of the ample margin permitted
to remain during times of prosperity.
Better earnings should soon be reported, since easier money
the- crop movement, which was temof
by scarcity
porarily hampered
funds during the pnnic.
parsItailroad managers are now
ing through an ordeal of more or less
severity. The large falling off in revenue, accompanied by high rates of
expense is compelling a pronounced
Kigld economy Is
change or policy.
now being practiced on most of the
lini-s- .
and ns train.- - begins to recover
from the extreme effects of the crisis
better net result-- ' should be experienced than were shown in January.
Many of the railroads can effect big
economies when so disposed; many
be
improvements and repairs can
postponed; ail of which will do much
toward compensating for the loss In
gross
What the outcome
of the movement of the railroads to
reduce wages remains to be seen, a?
this may become a factor of much
There Is, however, no
disturbance.
room for calamity howling; there is
no occasion for undue anxiety; caution may be necessary, especially in
though the
commercial operations.
financial depression has seen its
view Is
worst and the
more encouraging than at any time
within the last twelve months. investors have no reason to feel otherwise than confident, while speculative
operators should be satisfied for the
present with moderate profits and
oulck turns. On all pronounced re
lock?
cessions the better grad(.
more
recover
should
hereafter
promptly than usual.

that there

ME

HOPEFUL

SPIRIT

IN

BUSINESS
Exports Increase But Imports
Decrease During January-Conditio- ns
Settled.
The .l.mu-Br- y
foreign tru.le returns were Unusual iiiul, nil thin; considered, encouraging.
'ur total exports In
being
January
irc f 2iifi.2(in,(iiii),
much the largest Mial on record for
New

I'd'.

York,

January,

I'.V

excess
ami J T.nno.onn In
or the winie month last year. This
increased
due to
Rain was "hit-flwheat nlotie
shipments of
1

;

incontributing marly Sti.fiOii.uuO
of the amount.
crease, or one-haThere wa-- s also a considerable gain
In exports of mineral oils.
The Import side of the account was not iiuHe
tto satisfactory, the total Importations
In January amounting to only
a decrease of J4 2,HHi,uuO
compared with the same month last
ear. The total last January in the
smallest of any January since IHU4,
the fulling off being chiefly in luxWe
uries and expensive products.
Hlso bought less of raw mate-rialfor manufacturing purposes, but the
decrease In this respect was smaller
than in the other. Our excess of exports over Imports for the month
amounted to $120,500,000, compared
with $62,700,000 a year ago. Inasmuch as the excess of exports leaves
a balance in our favor abroad and assists in the retention of gold, these
icsults should be regarded as satisfactory, although the decline In Imports must be recognized as the effect of business reaction.
Condition More Settled.
Monetary conditions have become
more settled, and the outlook is now
for steady rates for some time to
come. Hank reserves have been well
restored, and may rise to still higher
figures as the Inflow of cash from the
interior continue. The surplus
however. Is not excessive, and
a further strengthening will not be
There Is a good demand
harmful.
for loans for commercial purposes,
but money goes much further now
than it did a year ago because- - of the
decline In commodities, as well ua
securities. Demands upon the money
market will be considerable for sevFully
eral months to come.
of corporate obligations in
the stock market will have to be met,
extended or refunded before
It must also be recognized
that the treasury is now running on
a dellelt of between $S, 000, 000 and
$,000,000 per month, owing chiefly
to th shrinkage of revenue from
As long as this tendency
imports.
continues It will be an unsatisfactory
element In the monetary situation.
At the same time there are no unusual conditions to be faced in the
money market, and the late extremes
of stringency and ease will not soon
be repeated.
In general business there Is a
aomewhat more hopeful spirit. Mills
which have been shut down for a
considerable period are again starting, and production is being resumed
on a growing scale, even though output cannot be expected to euual the
extraordinary results of last year. It
is now becoming generally recognized
that while the panic is over In the
financial district, there must Inevitably be a somewhat corresponding
readjustment In commercial circles.
The- mere recognition of this fact Is
an advantage, inasmuch as blind opposition to natural forces Is always
harmful. Prices of commodities have
already yielded considerably and concessions in wages are occurring here
und there, (Irailully we are coming
down to the lower level which will
permit a healthy resumption of busactivity. The
iness and Industrial
process is of course unpleasant, but
it Is curative and is accompanied by
more hopeful symptoms. The patient was stunned by the blow of the
October panic and has nut yet
covered its nerie. It is still very irritable, and needs a period of rest
and iuic encouragement, If this be
permitted, it will not lie very long
onie more
before recuperation will
It would not he surprising
if there was a decided revival as soon
as the presidential numiiiat nis are
nettled; and If these prove s.itisfa tory
ana a good harvest follows. It is rea- sonahle m expect a universal r ro cry before the close of the jear. Tli"
itely ie t
country is
With ov rpfoduet ion. Mich as so
lf

s

MET

.

2
Thinking
la., Feb.
Atlanta.
lie
throughout
solid
Democrats
taking an
south, who have been
actlv.. Interest in lht effort to rind
presidential timber in all parts of the
country, believe the time has arrived
wheM the claims of Oov. Hoke, Smith
of tills state should receive attention, (lovernor Smith's admirers say
of
he embodies all those qualities
statesmanship which the nominee of
the Denver convention must have lo
lie successful in the coming presidential election.
The nomination of no man mentioned thus far, they argue, would so
completely unite the various factions
in the parly ns would the choice of
(reutgla's executive for first place on
the national ticket. They feel certain that his nomination would satisfy Hryan's following, and point to
the fact that Hryan has said II" will
offer no objection to Smith's candii

t

dacy.
To

NEW MEXICO
(.Mining World.)
Orogrande: Mining conditions ii:
this camp are, on the whole, as good
as any new camp In the southwest,
and while It Is true that the financial

arguclinch their harmony
ments they say that "Tom" Watson
would see to it that Smith received
the l'opulist vote, which the many-side- d
orator Is said to carry around
with him. Watson was Smith's ablest
assistant In the race which landed
him a winner in (leorgia's executive
which
chamber after a campaign
lasted nearly two years and at times
attracted the attention of all the
country by its bitterness.
Ieft the. Cabinet.
C.overnor Hoke Smith is projected
into the focus of t lie national spotlight after more than ten years of obscurity in his native- state, to which
place he retired after resigning the
secretaryship of the interior In President Cleveland's second cabinet. He
parted good friends with Cleveland
ami threw himself Into the light for
free silver with all the force nt his
command. After the first Ttryan
to his
campaign he returned
a. practice which was
the
largest in the state of (ieorgia when
he accepted the call lo the cabinet.
His relentless pursuit of the railrenewed
with even
roads was
greater energy than had marked It
in the earlier days, and this served
to keep him from being forgotten altogether by the outside world. Then
came his acceptance of the gubernatorial nomination by the Democrats
of fleorgia, who were anxious to see
the party separated from corporation Influence and domination of the
railroad ring.
Clark Howell, Democratic national
committeeman for the slate. ran
against him in the primaries. Howell
Is the brainy editoi or the Atlanta
Constitution. Smith formerly owned
the Atlanta Journal, and the present
owners of that paper took up the
being
cudgels In his behulf. the
a tight to ti finish between the two
candidates, their papers and followers
Disfranchisement of the negro and
the promise that the railroads would
no longer ho allowed to discriminate
as to freight rates and charge excessive passenger rates were the principal reforms advocate, by Smith,
lie won a sweeping victory.
Ills Plntiorm.
A few extracts from his inaugural
on
touching
corporation
address
abuses, the use of money In politics
good
a
line on
and lobbying furnish
the forcef illness of Cov. Smith's delivery.
He said:
"Kv.-rfrank man admits that in
national and state legislation more
power has been ex. ri ln .1 by the
great corporations than has been
consistent with the full protection ol
popular rights."
"The time has come when it
necessary
whether
to
determine
certain favored interests of the slate
shall rule. What has been told of
hired political agents Infesting legislative halls is no Idle story; they
have been the- curse of national legislation.
it a crime for a corporation
or special inteicsi to contribute money lo politics. M ike It a crime to
I "lace upon
buy a voter at the polls.
every candidate the duty of showing, under oath, a detailed staten
of whi' he spent, how he spent it and
where llle money came from.
"I do not urge that procedure he
nowbegun to forfeit railroad char-t- .
w arn
the men in charge
is, but
of these properties not to defy the
being
now
demands
conservative
made upon them."
Hoke Sllil'll Is one of the llnel
- ii
it
Democrats south of the
line, and one of the tnosl
lie was
popular men in (Ieorgia
-
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in every
walk of life and arc essential to permanent
success and creditable standing. Arcor-inglit is not claimed that Syrup of l'igF.
and Klixir of Scnnn is the only remedy of
known value, but oik; of many reasons
why it is the best of personal and family
laxatives is the fact that it cleanses,
sweetens and relieves the internal organs
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Southern Democrats Favor
Georgia Governor as Presidential Nominee.

panic affected this camp the result
was not near so serious as In some
other sections. The smelter of the
Southwest Smelting & Hetining Co.
throughout
continued In operation
the entire season. This naturally had
the effect of stimulating the development of new properties and although
the price of copper has been low the
gold values of the larger producer?
are sufficient to be an important
item. This fact has possibly been of
more benefit to the camp thatl is generally understood, for with ores producing from $3 to $15 In gold outside
of copper and silver values, the slump
In copper was felt less than In an
exclusive copper camp.
The three leading producers at the
present time, the Nannie Heard, the
and the Delusion are nil
good gold producers, running several
dollars per ton. As they all carry
excellent copper values also the com
bined values is sufficient to bring a
good profit to the operators. There
are other properties which carry gold
values but which are not producing
as great a tonnage as the three men
tioned.
The placer mill of the Texas Jarilla
Mining Co. has now been running
steadily for the past month and while
the dirt so far put through has been
composed of heads, tailings and sur
face dirt, the manager. K. (J. Moffet,
announces that the values recovered
so far will average about $2 a yard.
Much better dirt is now being uncovered and for 'he next 20 feet, to bed
rock, it Is estimated that the dirt
will run at least $6 a yard. It Is
known that In many places the dirt
will run far beyond this value but
the $6 a yard basis Is taken as an
average of what might be termed the
better gravel.
Mr. Xibbs, who arrived here recently from Massachuse'ts. has secured an excellent property n short
distance west of the Nannie Heard
and is now sinking a shaft. This shaft
is now down alptut SO feet, and Is
cutting Into somt. splendid sulphide1.
The Indications are that In n short
time the shaft will he In pay ore.
The two most promising properties
of the camp at this time are the
ami the Delusion.
The
by
is being worked
the
Soiitliwes' Smelling Co. and is a
Is
The ore
producer.
now being lake,, from the H" foot
several bundle, feet of tunneling and erosscutting
ha,ng been
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iv but arrangement
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INTEREST

It acts pleasantly rnd naturally and
truly as a laxative, and its component
known to and approved bj
parts
physicians, as it is free from all objectionable substances. To get its beneficial
effects always purchase the genuine
manufactured by the California Tig Syrup
Co., only, and for sale by all leading drug
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gists.
1

born in North Carolina In 1Mr.a, and
comes of Revolutionary stock.
his
father having moved south from
He was named Michael
Hoke, but dropped his first name. He
attended the public schools until lie
was sixteen years old. His first employment was as a school teacher In
a small town In (Ieorgia. Between
limes he. studied law, and a few
years after his admission to the bar
was enjoying a substantial practice.
He moved to Atlanta and entered
politics when he attained Ills major
ity.
He was made chairman of the
Democratic executive committee of
this city ami began attracting the attention of the state leaders.
'Clovclinul' IYIcikI."'
He became an ardent
Cleveland
man and his good work during the
former president's second campaign
won him a cabinet position. He was
years old at the time
only thirty-si- x
anil for months after his appointment
northern papers wanted to know who
Although enjoying an exhe was.
tensive reputation as a. lawyer and
orator In his own state, the outside
country had not heard much of him,
and the political humorists referred
to him as "Mr. Cleveland's southern
friend."
He paid no attention to newspaper
articles commenting on his youthful- and
ness. but went to Washington
plunged Into the work In the Interior
department.
He was at his desk before It a. m. and generally returned
after dinner and remained there until late at night. All Washington and
the rest of the country marvelled at
but the Georgian
this strenuousnr-sskept light at it. His hard work
eventually told and he left the cabi
net with a splendid record behind
him.
(Jov. Smith Is of the big type of
man. He Is over six feet tall and
e
years with the
carries his
He
athlete.
ease of a
has a full, round face and square
' Is' n
careful dresser. He
head and
has made a great deal of money from
his law practice and Is said to be one
He lives
of (leorgia's wealthy men.
with his wife and children in this
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TIIK WORLD'S

GRE.VITNT

CLAIRVOYANT
HOW TO OVF.HCOMK

AM. TROUBLES
Your jMist, your present life, and
your entire future, ami everything
can he told hy consulting tills vrorkl
eminent Clairvoyant ami Spirit Me
dio in. who in the RTcatest master of
occult science and psychic force the
world has ever known. Ills predic
tions are always correct and never
fall to conio tnie, as thousands of
people will testify.

J. Korber &

OF AL1JUQUERQUK. X. M.

Kxttnds to Depositors Kvery Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. 8150.000

ncver-ialliuinformation
all kinds of business, law
ui Its, claims, collections. Investments,
4cciiliitlons, changes, wills, pensions,
insurance, deeds, inoilttnttes, patents,
inventions, und all financial difficulties.

MAR-RIAG-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
Vice President and Cashitr
VV. J. JOHNSON, AssistantCashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge,
O. K. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell.

W. S. STKICKLER,

E.

fif'v-thie-

Gives truthful revelations in all
love affairs, troubles, marriages, fam-

w..r-traine- d

ily difficulties
anr.l
divorce, settles
lovers' quarrels, jrives name of the
one you will marry ami date of marriage, how to win the man or woman
yon love, etc.

city.

ROW TO CONTROL

Stop that tickling Cough! Pr.
Shoop's Cough Cure will surely stop
It, and with perfect safety. It Is so
thoroughly harmless, that Dr. Shoop
tells mothers to use nothing else even
with very young babies. The wholesome green leaves and tender stems
of a lung healing mountainous shrub
furnish the curative properties to Dr.
Shoop's Cough Cute. It calms the
cough, .yid heals the sensitive bronopium, no
No
chial membranes.
chloroform, nothing harsh used tc
Injure or .suppress.
Demand Dr.
Shoop's. Take no other. All dealers.

mi. rii.iti:sKi tmi,
i

to his reVa.ierewski has
gard for America and American music in a m st substantial manner by
establishing a fund, the interest of
which ev.-rthree years was to be
given is pi 'z. s for compositions
hy
American composers. After his Am
erican tour of tsHf-- 1 vni. In- sit aside
tin- sum ,,f iiii iiiin in perpetual trust
the original trustee being Henry 1,.
Iligjiiis..n of tost. in, th- - hue Willi .in Sb'inway and Dr. William Ma-- s
Th'-of New Yolk.
triennial
pi i.es were t,i In- given to composers
of Vnierican birth without distinc'io
tes-ilie-

AND FASCIYOU LOVE

NATE ANYONE
AND ADMIRE.
No matter what your life has

Ikh-i-

BUILDERS'

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chlcujro Lumber, Khcrvvln-WllllaPaint None Better. Building fa per. Piaster, Lime, Cement. Glass, Sash, Doors, Ktc,
Kte., Etc
ni

i

start you liht auin; will tell
how to control friends and ene-

I will

you
mies. Thousands luive Ihvoiik. happy
by taking my advice. Without asking you one question I will tell you

exactly what you culled for, whom
and when you will marry. Cull and
I will send you away happier, wiser,
holder than licfore; the sad and
broken hearte.l go away cheerful and
happy.

J.

BALDRIDGE

C.

VER.

SUCCESS
T1IEV
6

I

UPSTAIRS

$.V NOTIIIXO fl'C't
IS TRIE.

$lPPO$K TIU$

HAVE SOME Sl'CXESS
IT IS XECESSAHY

.MASQUERADE

11

423 South First

39$s$$S$S$S$S9SSSS9SSSStIIS

HOURS: U A. M. to 0 1. M. DAILY.
LOCATED AT THE HOTEL CRUGE
BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND STREETS ON SIL-

1

New Mexico
Write tor Catalogue

the;
BANK of COMMERCE

Gives

AND

WHOLES

with ample means and unsurpassed facilities

POSITIVELY GUARANTEES SUCCESS WHEN' ALL OTHERS FAIL
CONCERNING lll'SINESS
AFFAIRS.

LOVE, COCRTSIIII

Co.

Ml.

LIkK
HIT

1

JIl lUI

OKIH'I! 7U

WITH WHICH TO

IC-CE-

TO HAVE SOME OTHEU

ONE OF THESE IS BItAIXS, AM)
IS SOME MONEY. WE OO .NOT Fl'lt-XISI1HAIXS IN SETS, HUT A PEP.l SAI, UP

TIII.Nt.S.

The sale or tickets for the third
annual hall of tho German ljulles of
I'reunilsclMift loduc No. Ho. D. O. H.
lias been so great that it was found
necessary to change tho place from
Red Men s hall to ColomlHi hall In
1.
Mhi for th
as to age or religi
best ori hesii ,i work in symphony order o accommodate the guests. The
fi rm; J,
hall will he given Tuesday evening.
:',nu for the best composi
I
(.rand march begins at
-- .".
Hon for s ic, instrument with orchestra an. il. $JuO for the best chamber l o'clock. Mteks must lie removed at
Muic hy Schroeder's ormusic work.
Mr. Stein wav added the door.
Admission 511 cents. Tickets
$t.."'iio in pi i.es lo institute the Hist chestra.
competition in lsi.T. It Is a notable admit one.
lhai this fund .served first to
ltert ISarber, of Elton, Wis ,
bring before the notice of musicians
of
dosea
lladh-yis "1 have only taken four
Mr. Ilei.r.v
today
who
piohihly 'he mo-- t talented "f th- your Kidney and IllaJjer Pills and
composers. and they have done far me more than
ouitge:' Auier can
done.
o
f the gi'eale.--t talents this eouu- - iiny other medicine has ever
Mr. r.arber refers to lie Wilt's Kidney
Mis snipho:i-"Th.ir lias ever I'lo'lu c
by
and Bladder Fills. Th"y are
Seasons" took he I'ad.-r.1. II. o'Kleily
Co.
,i,. h, I'.O'l.
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Is the joy of the household, for without
it no happiness can be complete. IInw
sweet the .u'ti:i'.? id mother and iiaiic!
A i lire Is smile at .tncl commend the
thoughts and asjni it ions of the mother
bending over the cradle. The ordeal through
F
$1
which the expect uit in. it her must pass, however, is so I nil of da ii' 'cr titid sutl'eri njr that Mie
looks forward to the hour when she shall leel
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with itnl.-s- ri luible dread and lear.
Every woman should know tti.it the danger, p.iiti and horror of childbirth i'im be entirely avoided by the Use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
liniment for extern.il use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
the parts, and assists nature in
i'sMiblime work. By its aid
thousands of women have
passed this great crisis in per

nig.
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shipping

)r Is evpecte d th
v. n will
h'n uity.
soon Aid. n materially and thus bring
lliein into Ihc pro'lucl ig class.

fect safety and without pain.
oo per bottle by !rue;ists. (bir book
of jitcelcss value to ail women sent Iter. Add. ess
BRAQHUO HCGLLArOII CO.. At! ant m. Om
Sold at
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A GOOD ROAD
The road to a bank is usually the road to prosperity

Net quite a'l'depositors arefprosperous,' but all prosperous people are bank depositors. At the end'of the road to this bank, there is the bank that has the ability and
the disposition tojhelp itscustomers, and many a man is glad that he has taken'the road.

THERE IS A WARM WELCOME FOR YOU AT
THE? END OF;THIS ROAD TO THE BANK

NATIONAL, BANE
STATE ALBUQUERQUE!
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other millionaire statesmen, and the
nnvrr Mini Influence of statesmen who
are poor In everything but intellect
and character. The two richest men
in the Senate tiuggcuhelm cf Colorado and Stephenson of Wisconsin
lyll have to he omitted from this com-- 1
p u ison because liny me ,1ust entering
upon their fir.st terms and have no
The
Influence worth considering.
third man of the list. Klklns of West
'
Virginia, Is an Influential senator, but
his influence la far lesa than that, for
instance, of Allison of Iowa, who Is
In very modest circumstances, despite
the fact that he lias been charged with
gelng one of the servants In Congress
l,f tn? ""'"'""V power." Cullom of 11- a no w s weemn, linols
or Maine among uc- aml Kr
puhllcan.s, and Democrats like Daniel
Result
Always
Does Not
of Virginia and Karon of Georgia,
none of whom is rich, outrank Klkins
In Greater Power.
in Influence and In the respect commanded by their opinions.
A recapitulation shows that of the
every
In the I'nited State Senate
thirty-tw- o
senators put down as mil- t
In
the j
third man is a millionaire.
lires, eight may be regarded as In
the first rank of Influence and sevis reckoned worth enteen as secondary or even lower in
every twenty-seveexmore
To
be
dollars.
a million or
rank. The other eight are new memmilplicit, the Senate has thirty-tw- o
bers with their status yet to be deterHouse
fourteen.
lionaires and the
mined.
It is a good deal easier to say this
Itlch Men Wink in House.
a
Is
it
or
mlllolnaire
that
than
man
It is not to be expected that In the
Men
is to substantiate the statenlont.
with its larger membership
of riches are not given to putting House,fewer
millionaires, the millionforth ippraisementg of their financial and
would be so conspicuously influworth. The man with a hundred aires
but It is somewhat surprising
thousand dollars often makes more ential,
on
the
of the fourteen men
display than the man worth a hun- that
House's roll of ricbes Speaker Cannon
dred times a mu'ii. When a man's is
g
the only one who has attained
fortune is ten millions or more it Is
that
gauge It. body. like eminence and power In
to
Impossible accurately
It is doubtful if half of the
Thru much wealth, In certain lines of capltol guides
to point
would be
Investment, might well shrink or swell out Andrus of New York,able
the richest
a million dollars over night.
man In the House. Aside from Speak- There may be other millionaires In
Cannon, the best known of tliei
Congress, but if there are they have er
Cock-ra- n
general House's millionaires is I'.ourke
succeeded In suppressing
New York, but he is not influknowledge of the fact that they have entialof even
mi- In
councils of
crossed the line which Is accepted as nmity. Cockranthehas world-wid- e thefamei
marking the beginning of plutocracy. as an orator,
when it is an
There are any number of men known nounced that he and
Is to speak, not only
to be very wealthy who have not been are the galleries filled, but every
For inset down na millionaire.'.
member who can manage It is In his
stance. Vice President Fairbanks is seat.
That Is because congressmen,
often referred to as a millionaire, but the same
as other folks, like to be enthe best obtainable information places tertained, and
Cockran is entertainand ing. Hut
his fortune at between one-haneither music nor tears nor
.l
......
.1. .liana
,.f
million
:.:;,: ;
or HPPlnuse do the work
. of
.he '
.,.
of Congress. The orator always may
ill ,ho
uiv .ii.u.w, isv have an audience in Congress, but the
eVIIKII lain. i...i.n
IO.IVl t..
n....tU.., ,
mtmimiii fOnOrt VlilS
day has passed when oratory write
....... u
the statute books,
ator Culberson is a rich man, but his laws upon
(jlvon Standing; by 'Years)
friends declare that to write him
All through the House there are
down a millionaire is to exaggerate
fortunes, and
his wealth.
Senator Krandegee of other men of good-size- d
Connecticut,
Senator Overman of some are so poor that their salaries
of
are expended in advance. Poor and
North Carolina, Senator ISurnham
New Hampshire, Senator Dillingham rich alike seem to be about as influCaliforential as their length of service, their
of Vermont. Senator Flint of
mental qualities and Industry entitle
nia and others are in the
class, and most of the senators them to be. Of the three, length of
are well fixed. Senator Crown of Ne- service probably Is greatest in deterbraska, it is said, is the only member mining the standing of a man. For
of the upper branch of Congress who in this body of large and shifting
membership, only the man whose condoes not own h's own house.
The estimated aggregate wealth of stituents will keep him there has opmillionaire senators Is portunity of Impressing himself upon
the thirty-tw- o
$210.5o.OOO. This is not much more Its deliberations.
It would seem, therefore, that so far
than the wealth of a single senator
The as the House is concerned It must be
who sat In the last Congress.
fortune of William A. Clark of Mon- acquitted of dollar dominance. It is
tana Is estimated anywhere from true that Speaker Cannon, the autoCeneral crat of the House, is a millionaire,
$100,000,000 i,o $200,000,000.
belief paces it nearer the latter fig- but it Is easy to demonstrate that the
ure. Clark undoubtedly is the richest Influence lie wields does not arise
man who ever secured a seat In the from his money. Since the Reed rules
United States Senate. The estimated were first adopted, authority has cenwealth of the fourteen House million- tered in the hands of the speaker,
aires is $83,000,000, nearly half of and most, If not all. the speakers who
have ruled by virtue of those rules
which is accredited to one man.
Hoes Power io With Wealth?
have been poor men. Reed himself
Accepting that there are forty-si- x
had nothing, and It was largely bemillionaires in Congress, It is interest- cause of his poverty that he quit Coning to contemplate the parts they piny gress to practice law in New York.
In the Senate It is not so easy to
and the Influence they wield in legislating for the American people. Nel- separate wealth and power. It is true
son
Aldrleh of Rhode Island is a the richest senators are not, and have
millionaire, and so is Joseph G. Can- not been most Influential. Clark of
a negliginon of Illinois, who
wields more Montana, for Instance,
power than all other members of the ble quantity as a senator.
On the
House of Representatives combined. other hand, we find, Aldrleh, rated
i
Kut is it because of their millions they as worth $12,000,000, made largely In
wield this power?
street railway operations, the
To answer this query it is necessary
of John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
to scan the power and Influence of land grandfather of the richest baby
'
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the world, first In Influence among
of the sovereign
the ambassadors
states.
Twfnty-sl- x
Years n Senator
Fairness, though, compels a look
we
find that he has been
farther, and
years, and
a senator for twenty-si- x
that he served four years In the
House before elevation to the Senate.
Thirty years In Congress for a man
endowed as Aldrleh is certainly ought
to account for a lot of power.
Of the other seven senators placed
In the first rank, Hale of Maine has
years.
been in the Senate twenty-si- x
Klkins of West Virginia fourteen
years In the Senate, after serving two
years In the House and as secretary of
war in President Harrison's cabinet;
lodge of Massachusetts, fifteen years
eight in the
In the Senate, after
House; Foraker of Ohio, twelve years
in the Senate, after two terms as governor of Ohio; Hailey of Texas, serving his second term In the Senate after
a previous service 1n the House which
Included Democratic leadership. Thus
of the eight senators, six have long
public service and long service In the
Senate to their credit. Knox of Pennsylvania and Crane of Massachusetts
are serving their first terms. Knox
had served previously as attorney general, and It Is readily admitted that
his influence in the Senate arises from
It is somehis great legal learning.
what puzzling to determine just why
Crane is influential, but influential he
is admitted to be. He has good hard
business sense, but other new senators
have been similarly endowed, without
achieving the influence Crane has attained. Crane seldom speaks, and
then only briefly. He has shown no
symptoms of constructive statesmanship.
The most generally accepted
explanation of his advancement Is that
he is a good mixer, a good politician,
When any
and a great peacemaker.
difficult task of harmonizing is needed
to be done, Crane is the man the Sen
ate leaders put on the Joo.
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INTEREST

Cooper Is Attracting Widespread Attention by His
New Theories.
ltoston, Feb. 24. The remarkable
results that are being accomplished
in Boston by L. T. Cooper have become a topic of universal interest during the past week.
Heports that preceded his visit to
this city told of Mr. Cooper's great
success in Chicago. Hut the man and
his medicine did not attract widespread attention until the beginning
of his second week here. Then the
Interest in him became very noticeable and has steadily gathered headway until his preparation
are now
being sold In enormous quantities and
his headquarters is a most interesting
place to pend a half-houI'eople are coming from all parts
of the city anil urroum1lng towns to
see him. The young man und his
assistants are surrounded by swarms
of humanity from early until late
some of them to tell what has been
accomplished for them by the Cooper
medicines; others to buy the remer.

dies.
J'erhaps nothing has done more to
wish that I might talk with all
sick one's about the actual cause of arouse this interest than Mr. Cooper's
regarding the human stomStomach. Heart and Kidney ailments. statement
At the commencement of his
weak ach.
how
To explain In person
visit to this city, he claimed that the
Stomach nerves lead to Stomach stoniaeh
is responsible for much of
weakness, 1 ain sure would Interest
111
health of this generation and
nil. And It Is the same with weak the
his New Discovery
medicine
or weak Kidneys. This Is why that
my prescription
Dr. Shoop's Resto- would prove his theory to be correct.
to
seems
statement
Thia
been
have
so promptly reaches ailments

rative
of the Stomach, Heart and Kidneys.
It is wrong to drug the Stomach or
or Kidneys.
stimulate the Heart
These weak inside nerves simply
My Restorative
need more strength.
Is the only prescription
made expressly for these nerves. Next to seeing you personally, will be to mall
you free, my new booklet entitled,
"What To Do." I will also send the
It will surely Interest
book today.
you. Address Dr. Shoop. Kox 8, Racine, Wis. AH dealers.
DRV.

HOCGI1

Do you know what thlw means? If
not ask our drivers to explain It to

roo
IMPERIAL

Ul'XDHY

COMPANY.

FaCough llcniedjvorite.
Cough
"We prefer Chamberlain's
Remedy to any other for our children," says Mr. I.,. J. Woodbury of
Twining. Mich.
"It has also done
the work for us in hard colds and
croup, and we take pleasure In recommending It." For sale by all drug-glst-

Chamberlain's

a.

completely verified. During the past
two weeks hundreds of people who
have been taking the Cooper preparation have been relieved of various
Ills. In consequence. Cooper and his
theories have been growing Into greater prominence each day.
Many of those who callod at his
headquarters yesterday had taken the
New Discovery medicine for various
forms of stomach trouble and made
statements as to results ontained by
them.
A
statement of this character,
which is almost Identical with all
those given by people who have h:id
the same experiences, is given by
John S. Keen, a house painter, living
at 7 Trenton street, Kast ltoston,
Mass., who said: "Fur several years
I have been in poor health, a genern
ally
condition. 1 have been
treated by various doctors and taken
all kinds of patent medicines, but rePhyceived no benefit from either.
sicians gave me medicine for Indigestion, dyspepsia and stomach trouble,
but none of them afforded more than
temporary relief. My appetite was
variable sometimes hungry as a w olf,
then again sickening at the sight of
run-dow-

food.

o

Pal Plnto Wells Mineral Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It.
o

If you have Catarrh, rid yourself
Dr.
of this repulsive disease. Ask
Shoop of Racine, Wis., to mall you
free, a trial box of his Dr. Shoop's

Catarrh Remedy. A simple, single
test, will surely tell you a Catarrh
truth well worth your knowing. Write
today. Don't suffer longer. All

subject to dizzy spells,
"I
which made it dangerous for me to
work on a ladder, which I frequently
had to do. Sometimes a feeling of
falntness would come over me, and 1
iten nirrowly escaped falling. After
meals 1 would becnme bloated and distressed, and there was soreness in the
pit of the stomach.
"Hearing of Mr. Cooper and what
he had done for others, 1 decided to
try his medicine. When I had used
one bottle of the New Discovery I wtw
feeling fine. All lgns of distress left
me. The sense of relief was wonderful. I gained in strength rapidly and
am now in splenJid condition. The
dizzy feeling has disappeared entirely and 1 feel like I had taken a
on life. 1 cinnot say too much
In praise of Mr. Cooper's medicine."
The introduction of these new preparations in Huston has been remarkably successful, a'ul they seem to be
growing more popular each day.
was

I'll" )1H SAI,S
Department of
Indian Affairs.
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PROFITS BY
WIFE'S ADVICE

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

WKIL. KNOWN C'KXTUAIi AVKXI'K
MKIMHI.VXT CUiAl) UK MSTKX- -

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkota Roofing

to jus iii:ij'm.ti:.

First and Marquette

liiariHtl Tilings Ho Ixuig Wanted to
Know
IHrst VMt to Prof. IUmxI
c&th Treulixnuui an Insfght Into
and Mario lUni 0M-- 11 In
V.yvn ill Wonderment at Wlmt Ho
lli-aof tlu I "lint.
said
Central avenue merchant
he hud been persuaded by his wife to
eonsult J. M. Heed in his business.
Thin man employs a good many persons. He had for some time known
that Homethlng wan wrong and that
his
were not what theyehould
be. The first thing Mr. Heed said aa
he looked at him was that he was
losing about 500 a year.
"He first told me my name and
then described my characteristics
more accurately than I could have
done myseif.
"He also Indicated so clearly such
of my employes a.s were working for
me. that 1 was easily able to recognize them.
It was difficult for me
to believe what he told mo of my
confidential man, as I regarded him
more as a friend than an employe,
hut I made up my mind to follow directions 1 found all Just as he had
stated."
"How do you account
for this
man's being able to tell you what he
newspaper
man.
did'."
the
"I don't account for It," answered
I
"All that
know Is
the merchant.
what he told me waa true and saved
tne more money than I could afford
to lose."
"That reminds me of an experience
I
hail soon after I came to Albuquerque," said the newspaper man.
"Although I was doing well fairly
well I wanted to do better. Therefore when I received a Mattering offer from one of the principal papers
in Colorado I was inclined to accept
I
it.
discussed the matter with a
friend He said I had better consult
a clairvoyant who was here. At the
time I bad no faith in things of that
I
kind, but ii my friend insisted,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

J. D. Eakln, President
G. Gloml, Vice President.

A

CbM. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl,

kr

ENOUGH To BUY A
"iArNlAGE LICENSE.

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
M KLIN I A EAKIN, and BACUECIH

WMOLKBALK OKALKItm IN

GIOMI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wm

uwryiblna la Hook to ofIf
Ap
most ta$tldlout bar eomplif

turn

agents In the Southwest lov torn. &
Havo boon appointed
Nehlltz. Wm.
ami Su IxmiIh A. 11. C. Breweries: Yel!oatw,
fireen Hlver, W. II. Mo ltrayrr'g fVilar Iirook, Loai Hairter, T. J
Mouarcli, and other brands of whlNklea too niuiierova to aientkxk.
e

M-in- p

1

WE ARC NOT COMPOUNDERS
Hut sell the straight article s received from, the best Wlnertea
Jjmtlllerlea and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect
our biock ana prices, .r v rue tor illustrated catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealeri only.

PO0eOO0OeOeOeyDey3

First National
Bank
B UQUER

UEt N. M.

Capital and
Surplus

United States
Depository

hN

I

Issued at an hour
when people have time to read

Interior, Office of
Washington, D. C,
1.
l'.tos.
Sealed proposals
plainly marked "i: the outside of the
envelope "I'ropos.iU for Huildings,
Navajo
Ncupp
School.
Arizona." and addressed to the Commissioner of Ind.an Affairs, Washington. D. i'., will be received. at the
;
Q
l AL
.
Indian M'tire until 2 o'clock p. in.
of March IT, UOiv. for constructing
a hospital and making additions to
other buildings at the. Ieupp School,
Navajo Extension. Arizona, in stii.-accordance with tin- plans and
w
in i.
at
which may be
I In I Advil
Is True.
Citithis oflice. the oflices of "Tile
t dd mc-- that if I acceptman
"iiie
zen," A ihuquerq ui New Mexico, the ed the off- -r I would be certain to reNew Mex"New Mexican." Santa
He said there were condinte i
ico, and at the school. For further tions which would make it impossible
M.ix-A'll,
t.form.i'ion apply to Joseph K.
for me to remain with the paper.
Additional Farmer in I'h.une.
:n I have- said, I hid no
1.
Diablo. f.iith in thos,. things it could do no
Arizona,
via Cano
iiii.
:.
Acting Commis- harm to investigate, and sure enough
F. I.AKi:
sioner.
I
things
found there were certain
that would have made it impossible netteKMpOettSOCOaOeVaO
to sta
wiii the paper had 1 gone
itsst a .tqj-- vt ibt
"ni.n rtRT.T atit.k"
I
i . .
Mi, ie.
wi.sh
knew how
liny do it. For .some of their predictions hit the. mark It cannot be
guessing."
found at The
Mr. Heed can be
I'raign hotel on Silver between First
post- and Second streets, opposite
but symptom of, and not ol'lire.
Rtomach trouble
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
tn luelf a true disue. W tlili.lt of I s't1-t
Ifc'Artburn, ul ImitgpFtlou a nl discus,
II Hays.
riles Cm nil in 0 to guaranteed
:hry urn iytnpturui oimt of m cartam lr..uo
of Stsple Groceries in
to
Carries the largest and Mont L'xeluilve Stock
ilN'T.M i:.T is
i'AZO
Nwrv slrknem nothing tm.
the Southwe.-t- .
any case of Itching, blind,
It was thit (act tt.t flrtt correctly )d Ir Frump
nie
G
in tlif creation of that now Try popular St inmt b
to
bleeding or protruding piles In
Ir. bhoop'a Kstorativ. Going '1
or money refunded. 60 cents
14 dy
nerves, alone brought Ihut uc
to thH
W
FARM AND
and fator to Ir. Bhoop ami Ms
WAGONS
Our shM and collar work Is Pr-rec-lino
that original ana h'.ghly vital irm
"IIOMIM'IC FINISH"
Our
inch Lasting apcunu'liithnirnti wrv ever to ti t vt,
bluaiing, bilioii&ni-MWe lead
other? C
Vvr feioiuach iiitr-a- .
tu' the proper thing.
HAILKOAD AVi:.'CK.
AL T L' Q L' E I1. Q L' K N. M.
ami aallow oonirlexmn. try It. Mioo;1 I follow
for yotuv
Tabi. u or I Ji aid na
oo.
iMii:Kiii
v i w t it can and will du. Wa aU ai.d iu r
lully roconuueud
A Higher Health Ivel
"I have reached a higher health
level since 1 began U.slng Dr. King's
Jacob
Mils,"
writes
Life
New
Springer, of West Franklin, Maine.
"They keep my stomach, liver and
bowels working Just right." If tlu-.-- e
pills disappoint you on trial, money
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
will be refunded at All Dealers.. 15c
th.-

Kxtt-nslon-

DOLLARS

ADVERTISE IN

He-art- s

new-leas-

SALARY

decide if it is true.!

I

HOW DOES IT HAPPEN THAT- -

K

" l figure that an advertisement placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as
well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are
too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to themthen throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to
the very last line."
These are the sentiments of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. Think it over and

IN BOSTON
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L. &. PUTNEY

Indigestion

THE WHOLESALE

i

GROCER
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SO DOLLARS PEK.ro nth
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YT HE OF
KIDS.'
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JIM CLAY'S SALARY

ACCOUNT
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Dr. Shoop's
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN".

TAGK FOVK.

TtITV.

By the Citizen Publishing Company o! Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

EDITOR
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.rn
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m
i:Vi i.im
roit
If not lt
voif table service perfect or iywhrie near perfection?
us suggest that we can supply all deficiencies In the way of china,
il glassware at prices that wouldn't tni.ke soar the visage of

Is

rs

por-"ela- in

anyone even

Vol' ( AN T SPEND MOKE THAN NINE POMAHS A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
.$5.00 Ranch, Pecos, N. M.

,

. .

50
80

mntter at tiio FcMtnfflee of Albuquerque. N. M.,
Entered
mmOrr Act of Connrofs of March 3. 1879.
Tho only IHntrtod dully newspaper In New Mexico and the best advertising medium of the Southwest.
ennl-r1n-

''V'i?

,:-Vf,'.V:'-

If he

or she were looking for trouble.

AND

hy mall In advance
One
One month hy mull
One month by carrier within city limit
n

STRONG
H.
F.
FURNITURE, RUGS, ETC.

No difference what has brought you to New Mexlrp healtri. recreation,
sport or observation you will like The Valley Ranch, at Pecos, N. M. Everybody does, nnd the reasons is obvious.
There you find typical ranch life
with the privations cut ou'.
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
They
shoot, fish, trap, or Just simply loaf, and no one will bother you.
have everything you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
Most picturesque scenery,
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
beautiful roads and path", near or squirrels, ss you prefer; good horses, tents,
cahins or houses, tine board and last and best of all, a Jolly good crowd

ladles and gentlemen.

srnscmrnoN rates

23. 1908.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

tKHRIIAKY

K

THE ALHrQCEHQl K C1TIZKN IS:
djilly and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The leading
The advocate of Kepuhltciin principle and the "Square Deal."

THE AliUrQCKRQrF ClTfZKN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Prcm ami Auxiliary

to-La-

SALE OR RENT

y

FINEJIE W STOCK

"WE GET THE NEWS 1'lllsT."

ALBUQUfcRQUE,

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

UNIVERSITY

tffte GC6uquerque Way
There was a large and enthusiastic linr'iiiji ( the tr.idc excursion s at
the Commercial club last evening. Hiiil th-- H'lrit displayed w.i the kind
that has brought Into existence and perpetuated "The A ltuquerrUe Way."
The final amusement." f ir the big trade cxcuislon were ma le but The
Citizen, in company with a lame percentage of the people of this city, bemanlieves thut a mistake was ma le, when it was decide,! in a
ner, not to take a band and a Rood band on the trade excursion.
The Citizen believes that a band is absolutely essential for the success of
excursion.
the
of a mercenary
The trade excursion must not be placed o the ba.-iIt Is the
It is a great deal more than that.
proposition pure and simple.
beginning of the upbuilding of greater Allvuquerque and the opening of a
trade district of which this city is the natural point of vantage.
if this the first trade exclusion of greater
It will be a Mt'ious ini.-tagoes
Albuquerque
into thi new district with tinsel trimmings.
We should go right or postpone t lie trip until such a time as we can
go right.
This occasion Is one when it will not pay to bo cheap and the
excursion will most certainly f ill flat without a good band to greet the people
who turn out to greet us.
A representative of
The Citizen ba.s been over the territory through
The- people all along the Hue, are
which the trade excursion will pass.
preparing to give the Albuquerqiieans an ovation such as has never been acWe have been so busy growing and
corded any such another aggregation.
expanding that we have been blind to the fact that this city has become the
tnecca of the whole of New Mexico.
AVhen AThe Albuquerque way has become gospel in this territory.
lbuquerque does anything, the people of the remainder of New Mexico look
for It to be done in the Albuquerque way.
To go upon this trade excursion without a band without anything but
a glad hand, souvenirs and a line of business talk, would not be the Albii.
querque way; and, to put it mildly, would be a disappointment to the peopli
ami in the Pecos valley.
along the Helen cut-o- ff
The Albuquerque visitors will be welcomed everywhere with banquets,
They will be received with open arm?
epeeches and public demonstrations.
by as good a citizenship as w ill be found within the city limits of Albuquerque or anywhere else. .Not only will the business men of the various towns
welcome the Alhuquerqueans but their wives and their children will lie at the

N.

U

Farming

F. 5. Hopping 1
321 SOUTH SECOND
ocoooooooooooo

12th and Mountain Road
M.

NOUS

debate with the Agricultural college
lakes place. The price of admission
has been placed very low and the expenses connected with the debate In
bringing the college team hero Is
heavy.
The public tshould help the
students In every way possible.
The oramatie club has selected the
play for the annual production of the
school and rehearsals will begin next
week. The play will be Shakespeare's
"Love's Uibor Lost." The success of
the 'Merry Wives of Windsor" last
yea i) has brought a general request
from patrons for another Shakespearean production this year.
The February issue of the New
Mexico Journal of Education is just
from the press and ready for distribution.
Professor Asplund has been
working hard to make the Journal a
success and is meeting most flattering results. The subscription list Is Increasing steadily.
The first baseball game of the season was played on Wednesday between the college team and a team
from the preparatory department. The
Preps, won by a score of 25 to 11.
The Varsity's veteran players cannot
understand the result of the game. It
Is a good indication, however, that the
school has some new and developing
material for baseball.
of
The banquet In celebration
Washington's birthday was the most
successful social function of the year.
This annual affair has always been a
success and fills was the best one yet
train.
held. Covers were laid for more than
We should have a band by all means t. entertain the people we will a hundred.
The program of toasts
meet to let them know that Albuquerque is up and doing and that expense was as follows:
Albuquerque
In
thing
a
the
to
out
we
do
start
thought
sole
our
when
is not
Tontrts

SI. 1oiiIh Wool Market.
Louis, Feb. l'.'i. - Wool steady:

St.

unchanged.

New York .Metal Market,
New York, Feb. 2T. Lead
quiet.
$3. "if'! !,.".': lake copper quiet, 12
'it

2

7,c; silver

,15

-

Implements

We especially desire to call your attention to our large litie of Walking to
and Sulky Plows, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivators; Hay
Presses, the Improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially U
adapted for Alfalfa Fields. Siudebaker wagons the only kind
worth buyiDg or having. REFAIhS: We cany a complete stock of
repairs for our line or goods.

i

9

Prices the Lowest

c.

Chicago Prixlueo Market.
Wheat May 5 94 Ti : July
May r,(i94; July 5S94.
Corn
oats May r,uMi; July
Pork-M- ay
$11. nr,; July $11.1)5.
Lard May $7.M); July $7.72 "i.
Ribs May $6.52
July 16.62 j.

V3

(IiUmiko I.hoslock.
Chicago, Feb. 25. Cattle Re4.(Mi0.
ceipts
Market steady. Beeves
$4.MICu 6.00; cows and heifers $l.S5W
6.110; Texans $3.70 fit 4.75
calves $5.00
'ii 7.H0;
westerns $4.0(1', 4.75; stock-er- s
and feeders $2.75 'i 4.75.
12.0110.
Sheep Receipts
Market
yearstrong. Westerns $ :j.4a fn 5.60
$5.1111
lings
f 6.30; lambs $5,110 Ti 6.00;
eslerlls $5.00 t 7.00.

as

Mcintosh hardware

;

&2

Wholesale and Retail

The
Aztec

S

W

y li'voslock.
Kansas
Kansas City. Feb. 25. Cattle R
ceipts S.Oimi. Mrrrket strong to Die
higher. Southern atcers. $ 4 .tut 1r 5. 25 ;
southern 'cows $ 2.5a 'n 4 Oil stockers
and feeders $3.25 t 4. H"; bulls $3.00
1.25; calves $3. fill's! 6.50;
western
steers $4.25 Hi 5.5a western cows $3.00
--

GIVE US A CHANCE

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located in the best body of
,
timber in New Mexico
'
A large stock
dimension on hann.
the best when It ! V.
It will pay you to iook f

j
I

RIO

4.50.

'it

GRANDE LUMBbH

Phone 8.

O.miO.
Sheep Receipts
Market
steady to Hi lower. Muttons $4.in4i
range
weth5.65; lambs $6 00Ji6.7O;
ers $4.75ffi 6.00; fed ewes $4.25 ft) 4.00.

a'.i
Is

Co.

j.

t. Mclaughlin,
President.

First and Marble
PHONE 251

We are now fully
equipped for business
and solicit your orders.

s,

GO,

BEST

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
duties lighter, tha cares Iea
and the worries fewer.
TOU NEED

A

preserves
The
telephone
your health, prolongs your lift
and protects your home.

TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

The

Shoe Co.

Simpier-Clar- k

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE

-

s

Kx-G-

rf

GALLUP

LUMP COAL

$6.50

HAVE AN UP TO DATE STOCK OF
SHOES : NONE BETTER IN THE CITY

ALL KINDS

ALL PRICES

TRY THEM

Per ton of 2,000 pounds

hlll-hlll-

and Cake lighter,
finer flavored, more

ff

us get together at the primaries and show by our votes who shall
run our county organization," should be the slogan of all Republicans in

Albuquerque

U

going to have a gun club.

Ducks piease take notice.

No lime phosphate

No alum

Bernalillo county.

L:.V.'.X
lV.

J

'nnyii'wii
o

V

It

i

HV

SAVES
YOU
MONEY

000OsXOtX)tK)0X

The MONTEZUMA GROCERY Co.
COPPER AND THIRD
Complete Line of Groceries, Direct Importers of Italian
Goods, Lucca Olive Oil, Macaroni, Ktc.

The Montezuma Saloon

Fine Imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors. Family
Trade Solicited. l'hone Orders Promptly Filled.

LORENZO GRADlTProp!

PHONE 1029

WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
J. P. MORELLI

Largest and Oldest Place in the City.
Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS

VSAA

C22 West TIJeras Ave.

mm

Kodol Is a scientific preparation of
vegetable acid with natural digest-ant- s
and contains the same Juices
Each
found In a healthy stomach.
3.000
dose will digest more than
grains of good food. Sold by J. II.
O'Rielly Co.

Family Trade Solicited. Telephone 036, and
Goods will be Delivered at once

iiCCTaMcrewrrenMmwiMiniy.

,,,l,M...t

Coke
Mill Wood
Mountain Wood
Cedar and Pine
Sawed to any length

Ladies' Tailor

PI

Made from pure
Grape Cream of Tartar

"Lit

if you doubt It, look at the cut of Cncie

wholesome

iillJIIlI PllPlt

member of The Cit'zen'a staff, Mr. F. H Cole, who has Just returned
from a six weeks' trip over the route to be covered by the Albuquerque trade
exclusion, is preparing a series of articles upon the tow ns and the people of
that i tion of New M xico. and they will appear from time to time In The
Citizen during the next ten days.
The articles are well written, have the
endorsement of the leading people in each community and will make interesting readig to every person who contemplates making the trade excursion
rip as well an the-- people of A buifuerq lie generally. The country along the
Helen cut-ohas made the most wonderful development of any section of
Mr. Cole has bad ample opportunity to nee all that is to be
the territory.
wen and his articled ore of more lha.n ordinary weight for that reason. Each
w ill be illustrated.
urti'-lA

Clothes do not make the man
Joe Cannon's coat.

fcill

Makes the Biscuit

nutritious

s

;

tfeminst Bryan

log-lea- l

I

go,

;

The best rcrncjy Known today for
stomach troubles is Kodol. which
guaranteed to give prompt relief.
It Is a natural digestant: it digests
ay.
what you eat, It is pleasant to take.
"Think all you speak, but speak not Sold by J. H. O'Rielly Co.
It will be possible to take along a good band one of the best in the
That sum is insignificant all you think."
southwest for a sum not much in excess of $5H0.
Toastmuster J. Ralph Tascher.
when the results are considt red.
The
"Mir National Holidays," iJrover c "THE HOLY CITY" WAS
This trade excursion Is for the retailer as well as the w holesaler.
wholesaler may be able to see his two or his three or his four customer In F.mmons, '09.
"The Washington Banquets," Fleda
The only way he
each town, but the retailer can not see all of the people.
EXCELLENTLY STAGED
can secure results Is by booming Albuquerque attracting the people here to K. Smith. 'OS.
"To the Seniors," Myria K.
That must be done by rooting arvcl the best rooter on
do their trading.
Prep. 11.
earth is a good band from the city of greater Albuquerque.
Albuquerque
It isn't often that
"To All the Rest," William Schtltt,
A conrvmittee has been appointed to solicit funds for the purpose of
theater-goer- s
let a good thing go by
'10,
Prep.
people
Albuquerque
of
and
men
the
business
along
a band and the
taking
"(in the Campus, Eileen McMilleii. tiut a larsi" number of them certainof Albuquerque generally should aid in sending a band with the trade ex- Prep.
ly dii last night, when they missed
'01.
way.
Albuquerque
your
in
the
Do
helps.
share
Every
little
cursion.
"The Penally of Piking." John Mar- the "Holy City." It was one of the
best staged and best acted attracshall. Prep. '08.
to the
Elks' opera
"To the Regents and Faculty." Har- tions to coiite
Miss
Luella
house this winter.
vey B. Fergusson, '11.
was characterized
C. Morey's "Salome''
Friendships,"
"School
poll-ticFrank
In
all
sorts
of
New
forth
back
and
dabbles
York World which
The
with stron gemotion and winning perdon't like Brvan the least bit. although claiming to be a Democratic Light, '10.
sonality. Every role was carried out
"The Future," Prof. J. D. Clark.
paper, and It polnt out some mighty strong reasons why he is nol the man
by an actor of ability and teinpetu-men- t.
Marriage
Teaching
or
"School
on
paradox
a
carry
beautiful
World
utters
Democratic
The
to
the
banner.
The costumes were In keepM. Allen. '06.
Anna
Which?"
logIs
say
nearer
the
present
tangle
Roosevelt
when
presidential
it
that
the
ing with Mlory tin- play tells.
Those
to the intercolseat
sale
Reserved
Hrynn.
Then
is
than
president
on
ticket
ical candidate for
the Democratic
who saw tli' Passion Play hist week
Varsity
legiate
the
debate
between
by
boosts,
Republican
Viryan
and
to
knocks
hand out
the World continue
and Agricultural college open tomor- would have found the "Holy City"
peking of Mr. P.ryan as follows:
equally as instructive in bible teachHe prints row morning at Matson's. There has ing.
He absolves Mr. Roosevelt from blame for the recent panic.
The play was put ou in four
been a good advance .sale of tickets
message
head
militant
the
under
Mr. Koose-velt'in the Commoner
recent
to secure good seats the public acts ami twelve scenes, each one beand
18,
on
Feb.
Columbus
at
speech
to
Call
Arms."
His
line "The President's
ing typical of the Holy Land.
must come early.
defends Mr. Roosevelt, and says: "My criticism would be that he did not
enough
soon
commence
to storm the fort."
Mr. Hryan's followers are no les.s delighted than be with Mr. Roosevelt's
policies and rhetoric.
Vardaman of Mississippi says of the mes- nage: "In many respects it is Democratic doctrine taken hot off the hearts
.
v
eT?T!T?ZV
and out of the patriotic, pregnant, pulMating brains of the real Democratic
y
an
In
Jeff
of
Senator
enthusiasm
outburst
leaders of America."
Tavls calls It "the best Democratic doctrine that ever came from a Republican
president."
In a letter to the World. Representative I,amar of Florida,
Mr. lloosevelt and Mr. llryan as men whom t lie people believe "sincere in desiring a reform In business ami commercial life."
a r
If the Democratic party is to be on annex to the Roosevelt adminis'ia-tion- .
If the Democratic platform is to be an affirmation of the Roosevelt policies, if the Roosevelt messages are to be acclaimed by Mr. Bryan and his
friends as genuine Democratic doctrine, and if Mr. Ilryuu is to control the
IemocrHtlc national convention, then why is not Theodore Roosevelt the
Democratic candidate for president?
and
He can be electHe possesses tremendous advantages over Mr. Bryan.
own
proven
Bryan's
In
poll
votes
IS.omi
more
Mr.
he
can
that
ed. He has
ttate than Mr. Bryan ever polled. Mr. Roosevelt can carry Nebraska, which
yir. Bryan cannot do.
Mr Roosevelt has xhnwn that he can carry every
l'opullstlc state for which Bryanlsm sacrificed the Democratic party.
He
He can carry Kencan carry M aryl i nd something Mr. Bryan cannot do.
carry
carry
Republican
in
He
can
can
which
tucky. He
states
Missouri.
Mr. Bryan would not stand the ghost of a chance of success.
party
to
are
Roosebe bartered for
If the principle of the Democratic
velt Republ.can votes, then nominate a man who can unquestionably get
policies
of
the Democratic party are
If the historic
those Republican vo'es.
to be subordinated to Mr. Roosevelt's popularity, take the man who can deWhy In such circumstances should a Democratic conliver the popularity.
vention nominate an imitation like William Jennings Bryan when It can
Why take a broken reed
nominate the real thing in Theodore Roosevelt?
when It can lean on the big stick?

3
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Quality the Best

Write for Prices and Descriptive Catalogues.

!'i.

44.

s

&2

j&qs

DEALERS:

half-heart-

ke

I

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

From the way the sale of tickets
has begun the indications are that the
opera house will be crowded next Friday evening when the intercollegiate

assk

jiZBk
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REPAIRS

Hatgcr &. Sampson

News Service.

STRONG BLOCK

Bicycles

y

Barred Plymouth Rocks
Wyckoff's Strain
Single Comb White Leghorns
$2.00 p3M3jSI2 per 100
Bred-to-La-

m

doooooooooooo

Eggs for Hatching
Park's Strain Bred

20 per cent Discount on all Fine Furniture

1

.

5J

li I.

Subncriltei" for .Tim

the news.

nttr.ru ttnu get

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New Table, and First CUs Treatment

CRADJ & ClANNlNh

Props.

109 South First Street

f

TVKsnW.

I

IIHIU AHY

2S.

At.r.rgrKKQrK

10(TS.

WRITER

REASONS WHY

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

pro-

Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

'203 WEST

At Consistent

NUE

Prices

NEXT

RAILROAD
TO

AVE-

BANK

OF

j j

COMMERCE

ooooooooooooo ooooooooooooo
FORCED SALE OF

Navajo Blankets
We are compelled to dispose of about 500
Navajo Rugs. We have laid out as many
as possible on the floor of our old store,
109 North First Street, and invite everybody to come and see them, as it is an
interesting and unusual display. If you
- '
ve won't argue about price, as
irely must be sold by March 1,
of selling price or cost.
; open from 9 to 12 a. m.

Xew

well

$100

THE

--

brasl-- '

...

Upright

'

Mere we have

t Curio Co.
of the Degree of Pocahontas and their
friends and visiting sisters and brothers are cordially invited to attend.
will hold
A regular meeting of the Women'
Fellow 8 Holier corps will be held in Red
.Men
Jnltla- - hall tomo: row
afternoon at 2:30

e
o'clock. Alter Initiation light
freshmen ts will
served. !!y order
of the ('resident, Sadie Itoivdlch. sec- .
re-li-

lajleted
mask
. niveii
ill the Woman's club
building Thursday evening.

retai-j-

$3.00

iti:VAi;i

I "la II
ollcicd for a l.cggcll
No. I
Special commu iliati oa of Temple? Itcil Spring Unit lias a:;ge,,
Iom
lodge No. 6, A. K. nd A. M , this its sliiijw. We guarantee litem or
for ten
evening at 7:30 o'clock. Work in the
tho price is only So. 00.
K. M. degree.
Visiting Maaons are
j itju'.uj: ri KMii in:
.
cordially invited. Hy order of the W.
M. Frank H. Moore, secretary.
Uluit to Do Ulien HUloiis.
The right thing to do when you
There will be a regular meeting of feel bilious Is to lake a dose of Cham"
Navajo tribe No. 3, I. O. It. M., ber'cln's Stomach and I.iver Tablets.
Wednesday evening at x o'clock, They will cleanse the stomach and
sharp.
After the business meeting regulate the liver an I bowels.
Try
there will be a social in honor of the it. Price, 25 cents. Samples free at
Degree of Pocahontas.
All members all druggists.
.V- -

yitii-x-&i-

Slaughter's

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

After the Fire

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

1308-31- 0

1

It is too late to remember the defective

wiring that burned your building. None
but experienced and expert electricians
should be allowed to touch your lighting
system, either in the original installation or
in repair work. You can't run the risk.
All work entrusted to us is done by skilled
electricians no apprentices, no cheap servThe result is safe buildings.
ice employed.

SIGHT
GOOD Possession,
and

Carnes, Oph. D.
r$t J
ooooooooooooo 00000000000C)0J

ARMY

ASK

DISPATCH CAR

The Home Restaurant
207 West Gold
Room, Prompt. Courteous Service.
Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

Vtll-I,ihte- d

Breakfast

PHONE 131

Dinner

Supper

All

OF

AHEAD

DAMAGES

6 to 9
Breakfast
25c
12 to 2
Dinner
3 z
5:30 to 7:30
Supper
3 c
MRS. M. r. ihYcRS, Proprietress

FOR

DEATH

OTHERS

114

C. H.

Reliance Electrical Co.
FIFTH AND CENTRAL

The Oxford Hotel

OF HORSE

114-11- 6

I.a l'orte, Ind., Feb. 25. The .
called "army car," carrying dispatches
from General Grant in New York to
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., reached
Michigan City early today, and. after
a short reat, resumed me Journey to
Chicago. From present indications It
is almost certain the-- army car will
reach Chicago ahead ot the American
car In the New York to Paris race.
The Americans lost much time in
northern Indiana oy taking roads
where the snow was heavily drifted.
The Italian car reached ltollins Pralr-i- e
last night and resumed the trip in
a drizzling rain at 7:3 this morning.
left New Carlisle this
The French
morning.
The rain is wearing the snow away.

W. L. Trimble

Cm

pi ore of

Icmi an-

Kcvcals

l iu

lloblxr al
Thai lie nr

-

l'ilt-Imii--

Rates Reasonable

r.

Mousi; ru.i.s di:mi iciii u

New York,
Feb. 25. Charles V.
Morse, banker and promoter, today
withdrew his plea of not guilty to the
indictment charging him with perjury,
which was recently returned against
him, and in Its place filed a demurrer
to the indictment.
Arguments on the
demurrer will be heard March 3.

l

j;

Wauled To loan, wveiily-flv- e
thousand ($'.. 000. 0(1) tlollurs 011 f.rst-clas- s
city reol estate) Mvurily. A.
Montoyn, 215 V. Gl avenue.

nly hi Tills Cliy.Anvst

iiBiiTTicf'n

x9tM--

North Second

Co. today filed suit

against the Atchison, Topeka & lanta
Fe ltallway company to recover daiiv
T1IK FINEST DINING KOOM AND HUI'I'l'T
ages for the killing of a valuable driv
IN THE CITY
ing horse owned by the plaintiff.
According to the petition of the
plaintiff an employe of the defendant
company hired i he horse together
with 11 buggy and drove to the south
ern part of the city. It is alleged that
the animal ran on the tracks of the
MYERS A. SONS, Proprietors
M.
defendant company and got a foot
call-i- n
a
frog
In
between the rails and
was bo badly injured that it had to
be killed. The horse was valued at JfX0(XXXXXXXXXJO(JOOCXXXXXXXj
$350. N. n. Field appears as attorney
ALBUQUERQUE-tSTANClfor the plaintiff.

VISITED ALBUQUERQUE

New-Yor-

&

Is a Priceless
you should not allow your eyes
to be treated except bya competent optician or occulist. I
will tell you free just wnat
9
I can do for your eyes, and
V
Tr
fittinuirrr IU ia
UU it
liUAKANICC
9
II.

KXAM INATlON FKEK

All sorts of electrical stock, from
the insulation to the gorgeous electrolier, always on hand, all in the
best quality that science can make

1

Drawnwork
at i price

l

1JKST MEALS

Automobiles- dally to points In
the Esiancia Valley. Special cara
to Golden, San Pedro and other
points.
Automobiles for rent by th
day or hour In and about the city.
Parties holding special round trip
tickets to Estancla and return may
exchange them (or hourly service
In the city or other points.
For further Information Inquire at the General Ticket office
and garage, 408 W. Copper ave.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone
-

IN CI TV

Columbus Hotel
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

herewith express my sincere
ding to the s'Htetlleht of h
New Ymk detective retarding James lhank.s to my kind neighbors and
F.
friends for the aid ami sympathy
A. Ilaker, who has ju.--l been appregiven to my beloved ulster, Mr. Her-th- a
hended in I'lilsburg. 1 .1.. and has
DKVOKS HEADY PAINT
Herirlci, in her last illness.
iHUH'il 11)1 to one niuiib-ione case of HenryII. William
One (iiilliMi Oners BOO Sipiare I'w
Dlerclta.
arson and thirty
of
HOOK l'AIXT
Albuand railway latino-;.
In One
To Cure a
Mops Leaks, Ijimm l ive Year.
querque harbored nie of the most Tnke LAXATIVE'dl BKOMO Pk?.
Qulnim
daring young criminals of the decade Ta.iM-l-- .
Druggists refund money If
JAI...LA
V.
K.
f.iils to cure.
In January.
UKOVK'8
408
West
Ratltoad Avnu
signature
on
is
box.
25c.
each
whose name is believed to
be
began a .sild career of
Women's house shoes, joe sl'Dper.-- ,
crime In November when he learned
The
Unit his wife was unfaithful to him. strap sandals nnfl Juliette, neat lookDecember J'.l lie murdered and ing, easy on the foot, well wearing.
range
,
C.
to
I'llces
$2.25.
from
Carllng-tonfl.10
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
robbed the Mution master at
W. Va., burning the station house May's Shoe Store, .114 West Central
avenue.
in eover the crime.
After that he
TIIK OI.DKST MILL IX THH CIT1
stalled west with detectives hot on his
I IM S IIOMK
lie ii In nccl of snsli. door, frame,
H.l)f,
CAXDIliS.
trail. In Chicago, in Albuquerque and n'Aiiox s im:i ;
etc. Kmsj'ii work a swclally.
stork.
in
San
Francisco
the detectives
South l'lr Hlrct. Telephone 403.
thought that tiny had the crook but
on each occasion he cleverly eluded
iheni. He wa.s finally arrested 'in
l'itt.-liur- g
si cci:ss
mi: iii.Ts
through a postal card which
he wrote to a young lady. He conOLD
WORLD
"THE
fessed the crimes
the young
woman's name.
AND ITS WAYS"
Plumbing:, Tinning and
1 oh
nv
v
or
is
Galvanized Iron Work
K
Un
ton, Couh., Feb. 2i
WM. JENNINGS BRYAN
207', E, Central Av. Phone 1515
borah .tillin.in. said to be the o dent
Imperial Octavo l'.igi s. i,"
woman in New Kiifcilaiiil, is receiving
Superb Fngravlngs from photo-gi.iplthe congratulations of her friends
taken by Col. Hiyan.
upon paMing her IomU birthday.
Recounts his trip around the
She ban been u church member for
ninety-liv- e
wrlil ami ills visits to nil nations.
years, a record, it I be- Urea test book of travel ever writlieved. which has not been equalled in
V. It. Orrii.lorlT. Mgr.. 120 West Gold
ten. Most successful book of this
ibis country. l.iist ear Mrs. titlllman's!
Tills Week
gi mrition. 11.000 called for in I
grandchildren gave a party on her
months. W11I,. us for simple rebirthday
anniversary, but this year
BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW
ports of tlrst 100 agents i inployed
fhe was too feeble. Her memory has
The people buy It eagerly. The
begun to fail, but she talks entertain-- I
I
tOc
agent's harvest.
Ingly with her friends.
Ladies'
souvenir
Tuesdays
matinees
fifty
Send
cents to
Outllt l'nand Fridays: Children's toy matins
cover oust of mailing and handThe best remedy known today for
every Saturday: complete change of
ling. Address.
all stomach troubles la Kodol, which
program Thursday;
Is guaranteed to give prompt relief.
gTand amateur
The Thompson Pub. Co.
It is a natural digestaat; it digests
carnival KrWay night.
what you eat, it is pleasant to take.
A few
ST. LOUIS. MO
choice front seals. JOe; on
Pold by J. H. 0'iiHjr & Co.
raise In prices.
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COMPANY

AUTOMOBILE

I

Drawnwork
at price

rin.H

-

ALBERT FABER

another illustration

KKS DFI.K lOl s HOT CHOf'O-XiATWALTON'S DIU'IJ STOKK,

Vt-

On exhibition now at

312 West Central Avenue

TYPEWRITERS

re

Recllnlna

$7.50 to $17.50

Large,

of the oij saying, "There is nothing
new under the sun." It's simply the
repetition of something gone before.
We all remember tho S Oii.00 bicycle
it had its day and was replaced with
a really oetter bike ut much less than
half the first named figure. Xo bicycle was ever worth $100.00, but
wlill passing through the experimental stages of manufacture the bicycles
found sales at the enormous figure.
The iiue thing is true of typewriters.
No machine was really wurln iiuu.urt
but they did sell for that prco while
passing
were
the manufacturers
through the experimental stages. All
of
past,
part
a
this is a thing of the
the history of the type liter, and row
we are down to the more modern,
strictly practical ty pew t i'.er, at a f
No
much less than formerly.
typewriter will ever aga n .eli for
lluu.Oli; that price Is at.so a matter
All machines from this
of history.
time on musi give way tj the d imand
of the public for a cheaper, inure
durable machine with ill!
Improvements. This ma h'n-! is wbh
us now and the price Is withm the
reach of inan who formerly unsi
a typewriter beyond their modest
The price no v if the
pockelhook.
very latest mid
best typewriter is
1165.00, a saving of Just $35.00.
The
machine is ion clump In anything but
price, in fact it .ombines ever.' k.mwn
feature aivU many that the other
standard machines do not h i ..
Journal.
I

RT

GO-CAR- T

1

North First St.
our SignIndian Store

GO-CA-

the cart
THE ALLW1N FOLDING
that is built just as the mother wants them. Twenty
new patterns for 1908. Beautiful enamel finish.
Prices range from

HIE DOOM OF THE

llamp-shir- :

of Vermont. We.
nia and others a
aire cla.-s-,

are

below cost. Everything in this fine
stock to be sold. Great values at
small price. Come early.

t

ind from 2 to 5 p. m.

FOLDING

And will close it out at prices much

prominent buildings, public and private, mill commercial prominence,
penned In the most slowing terms.
The pictures which will adorn the
public ailon are to lie seen at the
Kites studio on South Secon, street,
find they me a compliment to tin- artist as well as the city. Tho pen work
of the artist In the drawing ' the
proposed convention hall, sketched
from the architect's plan, and the
drawing which surround the various
group of buildings1 are particularly
admirahl,-- .
They Show the ability
of the man with the pen.
The b i.ikiet will have forty pages.
Kleveu of them will be pages of Hit.
will each
and the other twenty-nin- e
be Illustrated by a street .i'ent. or
landscape view. The title page will
contain a splendid picture of tho Albuquerque
Commercial t'luh building,
lieneath tills pvture tiro the
words "Progressive! Albuquerque. Sou
venlr Kdilion, May. liiufc. by Kites
and Lyon."
The public buildings will be placed
in the book In groups.
The school
buildings. including the Haynolds
library, St. Vincent's academy and St.
Mary's school will occupy one page.
The churches of the city will cover
another. The old church of Sail Felipe de .Veil is Included. This page is
entitle, "The City of Churches." A
third page of illustra'lons will be entitle,! "Home of Society and Fashion."
The K.Iks' opera house building and
the Woman's club building will be the
principal feature of the group. The
will
officers of these organizations
have their pictures In the booklet.
The photographs of these? buildings
are good. Mr. Kites' photograph nt
the Commercial club Is the best ever
taken.
Tho reading matter which will go
with the pictures will be compiled
story
with the grtatest care. The
will cover the history of the city from
the days of the Puke of Albuquerque
to the present, day, setting forth
advantages of climate', soil and
location of the city and vicinity.

J. H. O'Rielly,

MARK

Mml-tin- ,"

will be the title of n booklet
ii'MV being fumjilleil by Samwhich
uel Kite, artist, ami V. M.
Lyons,
writer, setting forth, the city's most

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Leal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.
President.

Ancient and

TRADE

McPartland Stock of Millinery

l"Tfii'

"Albuquerque

ooooooooooooo

We have purchased the entire

I'M uivn nml
Mailer Will
m IItwimiUH to nihlif In
Miinncr.

Of New Mexico and Arizona

PACE FIVE

nooo0jcmcmooexomoma

ARTIST

COMPILE NEAT BOOKLET

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Joshua S. RaynolcU,

Hi

citizkx.

848.

Keleher

.

ibb-'iles

This week sees the end of our great
Reduction Sale on Navajo Blankets.
You are only spiting yourself if you
don't come and see how we are making
our claims good. There are hundreds
of pretty blankets left, all at 3 off the
regular price.
The $35 blanket we raffled last
month has never been claimed, so we
will raffle it over again at 9 p. m. Saturday, February 29th. We will give you
a free chance if you will come in and
ask for it.
Drawnwork at 50 per cent discount
all this week

Watch This Space

post-oflii--

11

and go to the

CAsh BUYERS' UNlOh

1

for bargains in Shoes Dry Goods and

Don't Forget

Clothing

111

1--

Allen & Vickrey

i:its

SH-clal-

.

men's odd coat..
lot of men's odd vests. .
Men's shoes, lartfe sizes...,

A
A

Heavy tin

was--

ligs
Itanch eggs', doz
tille lea, lb
:

.$1.50

In! of

iackuKu

basin.

122 Norlh

a

. . .

.

.
.
.

75c
1.25
10c
25c
30c
35o

iteood

WM. DOLDE,

Consult

.
.

Prop.

Dentist

Reliable

."

is

John Lee Clarke, Inc.

CRYSTALTHEATRE

Successor to

j

Benham Indian
Trading Co.
Drawnwork
at I price

Cor.R.R.Ave.
and First
Street

9

I

I'ull Set of Tfoth
;oll Filling
SI. 50
PainlcMM

ALL

,"
Fxtractlug

upLC

Q
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WORK AHSOLl'TKI.)

-

Drawnwork
at 1 price

DltS. COPP am PETTIT.
KOOM 12. .V T. AAM1JO BUK).

AT.r.rQl'KTJQT'K CITIZEy.

ARTESIA
TOWN

i

ID

115 WONDERFUL WELLS
to the square Inch and
a siturl"
well will irtiuate anywhere
t.'Mn in to HJ" acres, tie" latter being
accomplished it is claimed by the
Minces well. In cost the outfits run
from $!..", h k in J:!. nun, and when an
w u
a portion
has in his
if urouinl equipped with it well he is
position
to irriKile tile
not only in
i.ind itself. I'll' to supply his house
a tii as thorough a water an I electric
"hi:!'!' .Is he i fin o'nt tin in any city
In any artiile writof the in', try
ten upon Artes.a and its surroundings
it
too inn
stress cannot be laid upon
the fact that within this favored section the ati d i:e ' leal of .'mrlcultura'

NOW

NEW MEXICO'S MOST
W PUCE

INTERESTING

Thriving Pecos Valley City Reaches Population of 2,000 in Four Years. Rapid
Advance in Land Values Follows Development of World's Greatest Artesian Belt. Interesting Sights in Store

condition,,
and uh.le the p- preclation of this fact is rel iccti'd lu
the phenomenal ppce which improved
lands u'e bring ng. it Is evident that!
a beginning of development only has
so Tu
Kiiii" !. As the thousands
nf young orchard progress;
of
toward maturity ami the Increase In

'

(Incorporated)

Though but an Inr.int of four years
the city of Artesia has already attained an Importance In the affairs of
the territory or which many of It?
nitieh older municipalities have Just
cause to be envious. The remarkable
Increase in the settlement of the surrounding country has already given
to It a popuhitlon of 2. (inn and It is
in
of many (if the
of mu 'li larger tow ns, included mining wlrch Is a water works
system and an extensive telephone
equipment centering In the town. The
character of the people, ke that of
so great a portion of ihe new c't
now flocking with such rapidity
into the terrltotj, is much above the

1

Wholesale

j

tio'-esslo-

G rocers

('

p

zen-shi-

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

There for Trade Excursionists.
. juiiisf-!'- fir.
the pressure, an.l on these
'
and the expense attendant
...
.
...
t
r '
sinking Itself, the work ol
. . , :.r.c
at first proceeded slowly.
Albuquerque, a noticeably increasing .Strttgiclliig efforts were niaile. howinterest is manifested in thin vicinity ever, with successful results wherever
-..
- ... ..' ,v
I
,'c ' V
j
regarding that most prosperous por- depth was reached, and finally four
one-hawell
years
ngo
and
test
a
tion of the territory. Formerly ho difficult of access that communication was driven on the present site of the
was well nigh Impracticable, the new city of Artesia from which was sewhat up to that time was reline has made neighbors of the people cured to
be tin, greatest supply of Oiuof the Kio Grande and Pecos valleys, puted
of I In wrlU III oM'nitiiu near Artosln, Oiiaiitity of hIit inn
and in both flections a desire for closer artesian water ever drawn from a sin
to requirements of Irrlgtitioit. Tliett mi' lino of Ibex-m-1well,
gle
develttie
brum
that
lime
not only
relationship
is reflected
In riie Artesian belt.
wells
opment
phenomenal,
been
has
through Intercommunication itself but
directions,
all
so
been
badly ordinary, as is shown In the fact that
in
have
driven
facilities
transiiorlatioii
through the constantly increasing volneeded are secured, the artesian belt
rtesla was the f ist city lu the terume of friendly comment to be found thousands of acres are under cultiof each section vation and the progressive and at- of New Mexico will undoubted! keep ritory to prohibit licensed gambling.
in the newspapers
forc'ng Us Wiiy to the front until its There are but two saloons in the town
uion the affairs of their newly ac- tractive city of Artesia with its
Its acreage will command
the highest at the present time and both are lanquired friends. For the purpose of Inhabitants, Its fine churches.
(stimulating this Interest and with the ample high school and substantially prices known for agricultural lands guishing, not as a result of high developed business and residential and the entire belt will be thickly ense but simply because the people
Idea of establishing a closer commun- community
Is the result.
The value settled with intelligent fanners who do not patronize them. Within the
ity of feeling between the two secof the discovery has long since ceased have reduce, tile business of husbandfour years of its existence Artesia Iras
tions The Kvenlng Citizen recently to
contined to the Pecos valley It- ry to a science.
constructed five church buildings, rep-- i
sent its correspondent on a trip over selfbebut
SOMin'lll; AllOl'T I'ltOltl CIS resenting the Methodist. Presbyterian.
been felt over the entire
the line with instructions to place be- territory has
whose periple have for some
Christian and Catholic de-- ;
It Is pretty well understood about
fore its readers the principal points
It has also erected a
time been pointing it out to strang- the entire Pecos valley that Its envi- nominations.
of attraction to be found In the vari- ers
as the great show place of New able reputation
has been gained $10.0(1(1 brick school building w hich
ous localities and In as thorough
seven
a maimer as possible to familiarize Mexico. The writer could hardly help through the raising of fruit, par- is at present accommodating
but feel as he passed from one of ticularly of apples, but It Is not so instructors and over 400 pupils und
Albuquerque people with existing
these wells to the other and realized generally understood that It excels In in which the high school gradx is
There Is also an excellent
Mil. oltf at TO". In thplhoW completely they perform their almost every line of soil production. reached.
of the great Hagernian or- free library maintained In the town.
morning and traveling by way of mission In the irrigation of the sur- The famenearby
has been for yeaira The residence section of the city is
if the citizens of chards
Texico. the present junction point of rounding land, that
belt would make a minia- heralded throughout the length and much above the average of new conand Pecos valley lines, the the artesian
the cut-onewspaper man arrived at midnight in ture reproduction of one of thowe breadth of the country until the aver-ng- e struction and there Is an Increasing
outsider has come to believe that tendency toward improvement In this
the city of Artesia, so Interesting on wells In operation a portion of their
While the prevailing maaccount of the phenomena presented exhibit at the Irrigation congress in the entire I'ecos valley Is n never end. direction.
;lty
so fay used Is wood. th
terial
presence
wells.
In
artesian
of
the
there
contains a number of brick and ce
The special locality was selected for
ment block buildings, and In one case
the first stop because It can fairly
an attractive residence has been con-- I
be said of it that the artesian belt
strueted of cobble stones. Two ex-- )
with which it Is surrounded is not
cellent weekly newspapers record the
AOonly the most favored agricultural
events of interest in the community
section in the territory, but perhaps
and serve to keep Its claims before the
in the entire country.
people of the territory ut large. They
The belt includes a strip of land
are "The Artesia Advocate" (Demo-cratic- l,
sixty miles in length by ten in width,
established over four years
beginning near KosweH and extending
ago. and the "Pecos Valley News"
to Lakewood on the south, and within
w as
w hich
( Republican ).
started In
its borders is found the richest soil
September. Huni. Hoth of these papers
with an
lu the territory combined
are noticeable for their clean typoideal system of irrigation capable of
graphical appearance
and for their
being accurately proportioned to the
exceptional aggressiveness in matters
varying needs of cultivation and with
vital to the Importance of the com
no sacrifice of the climatic benefits
munity,
liiiyle Taitmt, formerly of
for which all New Mexico has become
Te.Viis, is the editor of the Advocate,
o Justly famous. A few days spent
and Miss Virginia Kennedy Is its
in this section cannot fail to Impress
fmanager, while J. Frank Newklrk
u
,
the visitor with lis latent possibilities
edits the News and 1. Is. New kirk Is
and the constantly recurring sight of
its business head, We are indebted
the wonderful wells of which there
to imt.'i papers for many courtesies
are now about 6 0 ) in operation
1
1
.
extended to us while in Artesia and
f v
through the belt, Is calculate, to conespecially for aid in collecting invert the most conservative of observformation
for use In this article.
ers Into an enthusiast on the subject
COMMF.IK'IAli CIsCH
of artesian irrigation. Some day upon
AM) Kit ATI.UN1TII.S
this ground will be found the man
t
Al
from the beginning of Its
who will favor us with an agricultural
growth Artesia has recognized the
text book setting forth in definite figures the exact amount of water neclance of a live commercial oressary to be combined with a certain
ganization and the "Artesia Commercial club" as it is styled, contains
V' ... i'Ti.
character of soil in order to produ.-HLM S.r.
all the business men of the
the highest returns from given crops,
maintains
The association
and when he does the artesian wei' Iliuli si'IiimiI biiiiiiiim in Arli sin. lis substantial character IiiiUiiiich progress town.
handsomely furnished meeting rooms
owner will be able to gauge it exact
(here
hi four years.
made
ly with the result that new recoils
in the center of the business ncctlon
will
be established and the higa Albuquerque next Siptemher t would lug proiession of orchanls.
This is in. most "f the Important matters
water mark of intensive fanning certainly .r. hi' the .star attraction of 'oi true of the artesian belt, however, concerning the public welfare are
tin- show.
as the tfces, though countless thou- brought before it for discussion. To
reached at this point.
HISTORY OF Till! PECOS wi:i.i.s
of them have been planted, havt attempt any detailed description of
sands
I Mi s
l
l
i
s
aiioi't Tin:
not lu most cases hud time to read, the benefits which have arisen from
Jn spite of the fact that the pres- -'
The ordinary casings In use in the maturity.
ence of artesian water in the I'ecos
Meanwhile the owners of the efforts of the club would be Imbelt are from five and
valley has been known fur more than irte-iathe land have been applying them- possible in this article, but much of
h lis to eight
In diameter selves to the, cultivation
a decade, the history of its developof almost the present development of the Ar.1
wiille there
are several much everything In the way of cereals and tesian belt has liei-- initiated through
ment is confined to the la.st four and
years. It hcisan somewhat mii., Icr and one or two as large as vegetable production which can be Its aid. The oflicers are: president.
f
earlier with the sinking under ad-- ! ti n inches oj ration has demon-an,- l grown anywhere In the country. In II. W. Hamilton; first vice president.
h
well
eight inch wells treating of this subject no Improve- K. H. Kemp; second vice president, K.
ti a id the six
vers., circumstances of a
bic the most practicable
The depth ment can be made by the writer upon C. Iligelus; treasurer. J. Frank New-kiron the Bruce place, three miles east
.
re-u
In
the 1 f'1" which the best results are
secretary, A. C. Keinatli.
of the present city of Arte-athe following (lipped from the cirto
varies from 400
lino feet, cular sent out by the Artesia Com- addition to the Commercial club the
MM of which was to establish the fact: :in
arace.
ordlng to location, and the flow mercial club:
following fraternities have established
that a comp iratively inexhau-- t .ble g'-all the way from .".on to .".nun
M
A
A. F.
tenia n supply was to be had for the
do peaches and apples do lodges in Artestii:
"Nowhere
u
per
i!
ii
in
the hitter record as well as in this vicinity. Pecos val- Order of Fa st em Star. K nights, of
Although th's discoyeiy was all. mis
borir.g.
,1
by
otil
h,l'::,i:
bee
both tae ley peaches and apples took both, gold Pythias, (i.ld Fellows. Woodmen of
viewed at the lime with Intense .literhich lie l and silver medals
ad I'
est. there still remained a U'Ubt mi ..an--at the World's fair. the World mill Red Men. There are
d
a
n
to
a
In
the south-n- c The large-- t apples ever placed on ex- also the usual ladies' societies cml- isc
to ttie effect which a lutge
l
A
cases
the
la the number of wells wnu'd have
'.id with the various churches
were
from Artesia. Apol.t.,,'.. d ..t
tcz.'e (each- - hibition
funis no ':
u;."ii the quantity of w ater to be pr
ple orchards in tile valley pa from the social life of Arte-i- a
, entraiiy
or
alion through the i'iis.
per acre each car.
lino In ''
Pears do equally as well, a'so a!' a y channels el' ew hoi c p!'o '.led.
Ill st Miss STATISTICS
kinds of small fruits, such as plums,
w
t. 'resting lor those
is
prunes, cherries, strawberries, goo-e-i- .i
'
i.boiit
Corn last year made as 1'iairin
llstailt localit'i's to
.'s. etc
th- high as 7 5 bushels per acre. As a know as m arly a.
in. ill grain country this cannot be cx-- tistics of th.
couimun:t. and
.More oats weie shipped from in order to satisfy tills demand the
led
.
5
t I
frr-- t V
A I'
.season til.'in were ever fo.low in" tacts are Silnmitted.
Art.
shipped from the nine I'ecos valley tc.-icontains two g i.i.l banks, ll
.1 ill
in n
Kiiflir
maize of which occupy til ir own p
ote.
d SO,
cl 'I's and Mold a ton t.os.
The First Nati in.il hank
l'.oi I.
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e of tin
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Ik grain per
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W. Hi Unit,
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Can
'ni'ncroia: o lub, a' ts - toller. Till
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aa nt il
in lar
ok of Arti sia on. no d t if dep.
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'.nla.
nl its af f.itrs ar.
Ford pt .dlCt.
.l to
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I,
n. in. ted through
Im W. I' io.
u' a bus 'I ii
v'i
v ice pre- - lent.
Log
n.
V.
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1,1.
d
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d;ii II.
tender.
hiMiri.itit.
leer. Then
h
Ill
the i ; li.son the Artosi
meeting a ready s:i!
it best prices
an
t!i,. Mansion. In side ti number
whenever shipped.
Tomatoes grow huge and are of a of rooming houses and stauriints. A
nil in u ii it y hi- fine flavor. In the mit'.er of quality list of tin- mercantile
connoisseurs say nothing finer is eludes 1 wholesale grocery housep. 3
general stores, 1 dry goods cslahl
packed anywhere."
crop of the val- ment. i hardware stores, 2 lumber anil
Sii ne III i me of Artiat'i. Knitted. A uitat tnriety of vegctableh uiul flowers ley,Alfalfa, the banner
t'o.iehcs its highest development supply ytitdk, 2 markets, 4 biacksm.'.ii
tlici-wiili u iniiiiiiiiiiu of atleiKliin.
f
is open h.i.l ami
that the Helen
r..il).lu to ....oil Ml.. I'.., 'US I .ICCOUtltS
nA It
upon the
valley in a single day's journey from extension
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Gross Kelly z Co

at this point and the exh'bits and
iccoids displayed at the alfalfa fesof July
tival held on tin- Fourth
showed plainly the superiority of the
artesian belt both in quantity and
quality.
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machine shop, an Important
feed mill, several well contracting concerns and a number of 1
real estate dealers. Some of the latter deserve special mention In t.ils
article because of the character of the
A checking; account will not only help you to spend
work they have been doing In the
development of the section and also
yoof money economically, but it will also aid yo
of their prominence In the affairs of
to sare money systematically.
the town. They are the Pecos Valley
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
Improvement and Realty Co., Farm(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
ers' Isanil League, Williams & Hess,
will be more careful of your expenditures.
Talbot & Terrlll, U W. Martin. The
Isand Exchange, Higglns Land Co., E.
checking account gives you a complete record of
A
and
C.
A.
P. Land
A. Clayton and the
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
Cattle company. It Is not too much
to say that the combined efforts of
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
these concerns and individuals have
convenience for your business transactions
extent
large
a
been Instrumental to
PAY BY CHECK.
In the building up of tie artesian
belt, as most of them either advertise
in other .states or have representatives
lu closing this sketch of the arAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
tesian belt and Its leading city the
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
writer cannot help but realize how
few of the many things of interest
which could be said of it can really
be incorporated lu the srace allotted. OBcmcmcmzmcmomcMcmomomcma m omcmomcmcmmcmcmomomcMcmcm
He therefore refers the reader deAlbuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
sirous of further information to the
literature Issued by tne Artesia ComK.
MALL. Proprietor
mercial club, the folder furnished by
Iron end Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars: Shaftthe Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
ings,
Pulleys.
Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Railroad company, or any of the real
Fronts for Buildings.
estate or business concerns referred
Ropmlro pit mining mud mill mmohlnory a pooloity
to in the article itself. It would b
well if many of our citizens and visitFoundry east side of rallrnaA track.
AiKimns..... xr w
ors In search of change or recreation
would take this now convenient journey and see what there is In this re
gion for themselves.
The intermit
W.
gling of people from both sections
would soon be followed with a better
unlet standing by each, of each to the tll-31- S
Wee SUrer Avenue.
Telephone 61.
certain augmenting of the rapidly
ALIU'OrF.HOT'K. WW MFTICO.
growing
sentiment
for statehood
sw
eeiiing the territory, and
wnlch is
would iiiiiiuestlnnably result in increased interest in the-- success of the
Irrigation congress, the most important preliminary step In the effort
AMERICAN BLOCK.
now being made for its acquirement.
CKKIULLOS LUMP.

shops,

1

grlt and

YOU CAN SAVE

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
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a. PATTERSON

Livery anti Boarding Stablea
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Furnace,

Mixed,
CLEAN

NATIVK KINDLING.
ONLY.

1

? Re-

member the want columns of The
Kvenlng Citizen are for your especial
benetit.
It talks to the people and
re talk to you
I or Klieiinane Sufferer.
The quick relief from pain afforded
hy applying clijmherl.iin's Pa'n Halm
nali.-it a fivorlte with jcjfferors
from
tin u mutism. s iat c i.
lame
jack, lumbago, at. I d. "i seated and
For sa'e by all
mis u'.ar p litis.

Not

CO.L

I

FOR CASH

TII I UV AWAY
VOIR PHYSIC
If you want anything on eartn. you
and eat proper food. Good bread is
can get It through the want column
more potent than drugs, particularly
if The Kvenlng Citizen.
We get
a high quality of bread such as we
make. Being one, If not the prinIt Hoes tike r.uslncss.
cipal article of diet, it should receive
Mr. K i: Ch liiilirr; aln nf Clinton, the most careful consideration of ail
M line
siys of ?'.uiklen's Arnl-- . f I products. Our bread is ctrefully
Salve. "It does the business; I have ami cleanly made of the best flour,
used it f ir piland It cured them. and i.s rich in nutritive an healthful
Appl.e
it to an oil sore and it properties.
henVd it without
a scar be
hind." 2T.. a; Al! liealers.
Are you looking for snmeming

GK (tiKFl.
SMITH

laxative, nothing harsh or sickening.
Pneumonia would never appear if
early colls, were promptly broken.
Also good for feverish children. Large
box. 4S tablets. 2ii oents. Vest pocket
boxes 5 cents. So'd by all dealers.

-t

.i

ANTHRACITE

Crippe is sweeping the country.
Stop It with Preventlcs, before It gets
deeply seated. To check early colds
with these little Candy Cold Cure
Tablrts is surely sensible and safe.
no
Preventics contain no fjuinine,

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St.

I1AIU

DIIIISSFU

AM)

1IST

WOOD
TELEPHONE

91.

W. H. HAHN & GO.
Y
MILLINER
TO - DATE STYLES

UP.

AT COST

I

KI'.KS

Ladles' Tailoring ana
Dressmaking

MISS CRANE
04

Ot2N.

moeontt-Phon-

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIYFHY. SALE. IT:J AND
TABU IS.
TRANSFER
Horses and Mules Bought and
cnanged.

CIIIIIOPO.

Mrs. Bambini, at tier parlors
E
posile the Alvarado anj next door to
Stutge.-- ' cafe, is prepared
to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair H T TOl'ltXHL'TiS IN THI-- CIT
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
thc gives masiag Second Street between Central
treatment and manicuring.
Avenue.
Mrs
It'llggiStS.
Bambini's own preparation nf comj pltxion
cream build up ttie sk ti and
THIRD STREET
'Hie I'ulrelle l uriiit in e
onipaiiv improves tne conpl-xioand 13
guaranteed
not to be Injurious. 81n
piirclia-sI',
from
II. tiling. Ids
in
prepare a hair tonic that curei
lock nl' (.linn Siviioniil I'.oiikcascs, also prevents
dandruff and hair fallmil the) now Iiaie the nireiiey for and
ing
out;
restores life to deal hsir
ioiIi the (.nun uiul tin' .loin-,r. removes moles,
warts and superfljoui All KlniU of IVesli anil Salt Me
licke eiiM's. viuicli tliey iiii Hireling hair. Massage treatment
by vlbrati'
Meam Sausage I'netor).
window
il ftutiiry prices,
the
machines. For any blemish of tb
11MIB KLIKXWOIM
display next week.
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
Masonic Bullalng. North Thirl
-

n.

d

Meat Market

r.r,

TFESDAV.

1

I.RRl'ARY

23.

!.

ALBUQUIlQUE

EVENING

CI11ZEN.

PAGE SEVEJ

CHANGE PAY FOR

ENLISTED

BITTERS

LAS SIFIED A l5 S

C

j

MEN

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Army Appropriation Bill
All Except Commis-

Ben-ent- s

A desire to shun your
is a positive indication of some disturbance of

sioned Officers.

meals

WashttiH'on. Feb. 25. The Home
ha
committee on military m ITa i ii
agreed to report the army upproprla-tlo- n
completed
having
its
bill,
amendment increasing the, pay of
MilWteil men of the various grade of
Kfivice. The hill as It will be report- e, tn the House will carry J S 5.2 r r,- :M13,01 les than the
n;t. which
estimates submitted. The amendment j
ii. creasing the pay of enlisted men
l
Intended to place the army service
op a footing comparable to the naval1
service-The scale tmreed upoM is as

FOR RENT

the digestive system that
calls for a few does nf the
Bitters promptly. It will
correct the stomach atuicure

and
FOR KK..VT
house, near shops, very reasonable,
in tirs'-cl.condition. Lloyd llun-sakeis

203 W. Hold.
Two rooms Kr light
HKNT
Poll
housekeeping, Price $10.00. Apply
404 North Second atreet.
FOR KENT tUore room at 203 South
Second St., vacant April 1. A. Mon-toy215 W. Gold Ave.
FOR RENT Two nice sunny rooms,

Poor Appetite, Dyspepsi,
Indigestion, Heartburn,
Costiveness, Colds, General Weakness of Grippe.

I

a,

.

follow i:
'11 ii' Increiiw

r,

facing south, with board. Apply at
615 East Central avenue.
FOR RENT Only one more room left
at 524 V. Central; reasonable rents.
Inquire In rear.
FOR RENT Nice clean furnished
rooms, modern, S014 West On- tral avenue.
FOR RENT Minneapolis, 624 So.
Second St., rooms for lighthouse-keepinAlso bed rooms. Cheapest
In city.
FOR HEM Large sunny front
room with board. 309 S. Broadway.

ciinllng t Hank.
Master electrician., master signal
electricians, IT.a; engineers. J65;
sergeants major, regimental
regimental
iUartcrma.ster .'crgcant.s.
commissary .sergeants, sergeants major, senior grade count artillery, battalion seiTreant.s major of engineers
post
sergeants.
post iuartermater
Commissary sergeants., poet ordnance
sergeants,
quartermaster
battalion
aergeanta of engineers, sergi-antfirst
class, signal corps and sergeants first
claiw hospital corps, electrician sergeants first class. $4ii; battalion sergeant major of infantry and field
artillery, squadron sergeants' major,
aergeants major junior grade coast
quartermaster
artillery, battalion
sergeants, second class sergeants of
engineers, ordnance and signal corps,
quartermaster sergeants of engineers
36; sergeants
nd color sergeants,
and quartermaster sergeants of cav- try. sergeants
aliy. artllb-rao.l tn
firemen ami
rgeant.s $? a
eir pay;

second an. tliird enlistments each
for private, of cavalry, artillery, infantry, signal corps, and $1 monthly
during each subsequent eu'is' inent up
to and Including the
after
which there will op no further increases.
Soldiers qualifying H" marksmen
vvi.l receive additional pay of $2 per
per
$:i
nmnth; us sharpshooters.
month: as expert riflemen, $5 per
month: as second class gunners. $2
per month:
first class gunners. $3
per mon'.h; as gun pointers, gun
commanders, observers, second class
chief planters and chief loaders. $7
per month;
as plotters, observers
FOR SALE
first class and casemate electricians.
$9 per month.
FOR SALE New Underwood typeIWt'lgll I'll)' Is Nll Changed.
writer; our entire stock to be sacNo change Is made in rates of inrificed at $S 00. Alb. Typewriter
crease for foreign service. The pay
Exchange.
of enlisted nie-- i of military bands,
exclusive of the band at the 1'nlted For SALE oil RENT Good 2 room
States military academy, is lixe.l as
furnlshe,! house. I.loyd Hunsaker.
follows:
3t
2i3 W. Gold.
Chief musician. $75; principal mu
Marc
sold
be
Must
FOR
SALE
sicians and chief trumpeters,
4: ranpe, kitc'tien cabinet. Iron bed, 1.1
signa.i sergeants and drum
majors,
$36;
cot and on tier household furniture.
, chief
corporals. Jllli; and privates,
f24.
115 Smitfc Arno.
nrtl!-snic- s
with continuous service pay.
of field
FOR SALE Some good bargains In
farrters.
ind
Itank Foolishness.
frame cotreal estate: A
il artificers,
tage witli bath on South Broad"When attacked by a cough or a
of engineers, cold, or when your throat is sore,
way, $1v0: a
freme cotand hospitfi! it is rank foolishness to take any
tage. W. Central ave., close In;
ospital corps, other medicine than Dr. King's
$1100, easy terms; two good busiNew
ins of In fa
Discovery," says C. O. Eldrldge of
ness l'.ls on W. Central between
$15;
conEmpire. Ga. "I have used New Dis3rd and 4th; a new four-rooinfantry, covery seven years
crete hou.se, $1650; three lots each
and I know It Is
n.tes seriinil the best remedy on earth fur coughs
511x141 on E. Central avenue, $200
nancf. $15.
and colds, croup, and all throat and
for aiLl three. And a lvrig list of
snaps of all kinds. A. Fleischer,
Iteiirraiiiicd. lung troubles. My children are subrge,)
soldier ject to croup, but New Discovery
real e'ate und Insurance, 212 V4
od of his en-- I quickly cures every attack." Known
South econd street.
eontinu-enlists
to
the world over as the King of throat
SALE Ten pounds extracted
FOR
within and lung remedies.
Sold under
honey for $1; t!0 pound can for $6.
lowing scale: guarantee at All Dealers. 50c. and
by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
I during ihe $1.00.
Trial bottle free.
box Hi, Albuquerque, 74. M.
--

cor-nanc- e,

me-coa- st

five-roo-

m

five-roo-

m

n--

m

WANTED Voting lady a.st.mt in
office. The Imperial Laundry Co.
WANTED-Positio- n.
by thoroughly
experienced bookkeeper, city reference; a fair knowle-lc- e
cf Spanish.
Address M., Evening Citizen.
goods.
Second
WANTED -- Gen la
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
616 South First treet. south
of
viaduct. R. .1. Sweeney.
WANTED Ladles desiring miliinery
at cost for next ten davs call on
Miss C. P. Crane, 611 North SecMillinery and dressond sireet.
making parlors. Ptanne 944. Apprentices wanted.
WANTED Washing and ironing for
hand laundry, lace curtains from
50c per pair up; first class work.
Drop a postal to 40$ W. Tijeras or
V
phone 1045.
call for and de
liver Roods anywhere In town.
WANTED Able bodleo, "unmarried
men. between ages of 21 and S5;
cltlxens ot United States, of good
character and temperatt habits,
who can speak, read and write
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer. 103 E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque. New Mexico.
WANTED Traveling menanil solicitors calling on druggists, confection- ers. etc.. covering Albuquerque ami
surrounding territory and states, to
mrry our celebrated Hue of choco- "tales on good commission basis,
Rowes Allegretti,
River St., Chi- -

WANT

ADIntheCitkcn

-

i-

If
BlfI

t

...

v- ."

f

I

'Ji

"

..it."

,
j

V

'Of

riiyoii-lai- i
anil Surgeon.
Oflhv ovep 'onn Drug Store.
hours
io 12 n. in.. 2 to ti, and
.
c
,.in. i iioncis onicr 4ii,
klenrp
Of-H-

The best four or

five room

.

resi-

IIL

Oil.
HIST
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 8
7. X. T. Arinljo Riill.llna.

dence that $1,500
will buy.

Kit. SOLOMON L. BlllTOX.
PliyalH,n ami Stirtreon.
Highland OfPce, 610 South Walter
Street. Phone 1030.

MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.
I

We have a client who
desires to purchase a
modern four or five room
residence, and he will
buy the best property of
this description that is
submitted to him. Here
is a splendid opportunity
to make a quick sale.

Four acres very good land, a little over two miles north of town.
Price, $500.00. Easy terms.
alfalfa, well
In
Eight acre
fenced, adobe house and barn,
fruit trees, about five miles north
of town. Price, $u0.00, cash.
Fifteen acres first class land,
fenced, near ditch. Price, $700.00,
cash. This piece Is located about
north of the city.
four mil
Seven acres very good land,
partly under cultivation, a good
many fruit trees on place, one mile
from city limits. l'rice. $1,200.08

j

csh.

Three acres very best land (two
adobe
In alfalfa,
trou.se In good condition, right close
acres

flitch, about two miles from
business part of town, across the
Price, $S0O.OO cash.
Tlver.
ftlx acres, all under rUivation,
adobe house, on nmin road, two
and a half miles from town, nlso
across river. Trice, $900.00. cash.
Forty-fiv- e
and a half acres of
the very best land In the Rio
Grande valley, all under cultivation
(about
half In alfalfa). well
fenced, on main ditch, convenient
to stores and telephone line and
railroad station. Price $65.00 per
acre. Easy terms.
And many others from one to
six hundred acres.

Also

To

j

nue, have put on a baggage and
express wagon, and will b glad to
serve the public at any timnp. We CXXXXXXJCXOOOCXXlOCncxXVXXXX)
haul all kinds of goods.
Rhone
422.
FOR RENT- - Store building An
,
Central
Will teach hair dressing, manicuring,
nwn
FOR KENT Furnished
facial and scalp treatment, .lo how-tfor gen ' lerna ii ; no irvalids;
manufacture hair goods. Parisclose in.
ian Heanty Parlors, :uj v-- t CenFOR SALE- - At a bargain. J
tral Ave.
dwelling houses. Rent $15
month each.
pr-e-r
SALESMEN
FOR SALE Bargain.
and painting bin"u.-vest
WANTED SaWmcn to hai-d- .
y
pocket side line to ncrease tl
ment stores' sale.-- ,
dollars
dally easi'y made. State territory
219 South 2nd Sir
you co er. Samples supp'.ied free,
Hliw Dele
an Coinimny. Cii'cago. OOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXJO

Dll, J. E. CIIAFT
IN'ntal Surgery.
Room 2 and 8, llnrnett Riilbllna
t)vrr O'lliclly'i Rrun More.
Appointment
made by mall.
Phone 744.
EDMUND J. ALGER, 1). I. 8.
II a. m. to 12:30 p. na.
1 :30 to 5 p. m.
Appointment nuule. bT mall.
30H Went Central Ae.
Phone 45.

Office Ikium,

want more

LAWYERS
K. W.

.

BRTAN.

Attorney
Office,

at Law.

First National Bank
Albuquerque.
EL

BofldlnAV

N, M.

W. DOIISON

Attorney

at Law.
Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. N. M,

Ofnoe,

IM

V

'

M. BOND

Attorney nl Leu.
Pensions. I.hiiiI Patrilt'", Ciip,rlIita
fnvets. Lctbr PHfrnts, Tr'udu
Marks. Claims.
32 F. Mtm'l, N. M. WaNhln?rnn. n. C.

MISCELLANEOUS

STOW

SOUTHWESTERN LAW AND COL- -.
LECTION AGENCY.
(Bonded)
Office Room I, N. T. Armljo Rl.la.
Hugh J. Collins, attorney at law.
C W. Granner, general manage!
and claim adjuster.
Phone 659. Albuquerque, New Mez.

PEAL ESTATE mo
INVESTMENT CO.
210 East Central Ave.

M.L.SCHUTT
ft

part-Twent-

DENTISTS

We have a long list of
buyers for four and five
room residences that will
be sold on long terms,
and if you have property
that you will sell on the
monthly payment plan
do not fail to list it with
us immediately.

Real Estate and Loans. Notary
Pnbllc. 215 W. OoM Ave.

a.

c

residences to sell
on long terms.

A. MONTOYA

Gold ave-

DRS. H RON SON
nitONSON
Ilomeopntlilo l'livnlclain
ami Snr
KCon. Ovrr Vann's lriiK store.
Plione, Offli-- and Rw., lo.-.-

three-roo-

ave-nue- .

TELEPHONE 15
V

West

i'ellhiine 8H.
1R. I'. J. I'ATCIUN

j

Vfc

SEWING MACHINES repaired.
all
makes, 20 years" experience. Wagner & Custer. 302 Second street.
HAULING Collie & LeBreton, V.mise
117

W, !. SHERIDAN, M.
HonimputJilc riiyslclan and Surtrein.
Orchlental Mfo nnil.lln.

WANTED

On

Miscellaneous

furnishers at

iuie

Furniture, Pianos. Organs Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, a low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
Time: One month
strictly private.
Goods remain Into one year given.
voui possession. Our rates are reasus before bor- see
Cull and
finable.
rowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Orant Rldg.
West Railroad Ave.
303
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenlnts.

PHYSICIANS

i.

MONEY to LOAN

fa go.

WANTED Gtlennan tind wife de- sire a good, clean, well lighted
room, with privilege of kitchen for
breakfast. Must be close In. Parties well known In the city, not
health seekers. Will be no trouble.
Address C. C. C, CfcTe Citizen office,
WANTED Capable men to fill ex-- 1
ecutive, technical, office and merWe can place
cantile positions.
you In the position for w hich yo
are qualified. Southwestern Business Association 201 East Cell- tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. XL
Phone 257.
For the comforts of home go to Hie
Futrelle house, corner Second street
and Coal avenue, second floor;
north IJe. Home coolrng
and clean beds a specialty. lUitea
reasonable.

OPPORTUNITIES

l.O.'.Xd

PERSONAL PROPERTY

WANTED

F.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. hi.

Phone 257

W. SPENCEH

Architect.
South Waiter!

1221

Phone 555.

111.

FRENCH A ADAMS

CAl'AllLE traveling salesman ut once.
Stapie line, prof table roiriniiinn.
mi weekly
Contract wiili
ad
t
'Tervance. Permanent
ion
ences requneil. A. S. J. Co..
River Aie, T. olt, Mich.
po-a-
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A little want ad, day by day,
Does the work
ou draw the pay.
It scsthe pcop e you don't know,
And hdpslyou make your business grow.
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VETERINARY
WILLI M KEI.DF.N
Surircry anil DcniNirv a SM'lully.
V1 South lUlilli Plume 405.
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103 NORTH FIRST STREET

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula
ite' ionrin

Syno-M- .

to

6

t'i

inchK.-- .

n led
devel'i

bv
the

i

iJog

an

Cat-.- .

Office

wtti

horntou. he Cleaner
lit Vnrtn
Thirl, Phone 40'. Hospital
una
7J3 South Walter b....
Jencp phone. 620.
I

KILLtheCOUC
CUKE

AND

rs.
Henrj
bust from 4

lll'e,. to I"' MS, l !e f'oin the
Is
C.al'Ki Eitr.-ictperfectly
Tile Vaucaire Formula
a general
t.oiii I. ut i h i a fpec lb tfei t upon
th buHt. Trice 76 cents. for "ale by
Ull

ii. i. Pirri uoRD
Veterinary Surgeon.
I'tactice: Tin-ri- pontics. Surgery anj
en Horm-a- . Cattlo. SheeD
terns
,
--

H"--

w,th

M

TKE

Lt'

Br Ksng'c

I

trir

h a i rn lew.

Highland Pharmacy and Al
S .11

dr.

- Suits

Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired

tint
me.

I.

r

atyt!i

TAILOR

Hie.
:

Ii WALKER
Fire Insurance.
Mutual Itiillillns Anrix-lailom-i cm nil .ivciiue.
A.

J. Morel Ji
MERCHANT

h
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- reel
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Good
Shoes
Reasonable Prices

Simon .uliiilt,
Luna", - in

at Ijo

20 to

Shoes for Boys

$1.75 to

j

NEW SPRING SUITS

Mammoth Sweet
Navel Oranges
Regular 60c Size
SPECIAL per dozen

j

;

See Window Display

IOC

Clris, $1.00 to $2.75

&

Sweet Navel
Oranges, regular 20c
size. Special
Per Dozen 10c.
Fancy--

ofrLY A fEW

Winter Hats

.

SIMON STERN

Limited Order Early

Supply

--

j

McLARREN'S

J. L. BELL

CO.

20c
35c
20c

Peanut Butter in Jars

20c

THE

Rallroat. Avenue

Wagner Hardware Co.
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and Permanent. Work Guaranteed
aibuquerqie. n.

MASQUERADE

Grocery

Of tlie (ierinan Luilies' Ki iu'iuli'liaft
lHlre No. H"i. 1). (). If.

m.

best selected line of MEN'S
SHIRTS ever shown in this
-

-:-

-

-:-

-

:-

-

All the newest designs in fancy Madras, Percales

and Cheviots are shown in an endless variety, with
or without Attached Cuffs.
the novelties in

Soft Shirts with Collars Attached
Blue and Tan are most stylish- - 50c, 75c, $1.00,
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 up to S3.50.

COLOMBO HALL

Tuesday, Feb. 25

new lut of $1.50
Hooks at 00c.

A
A
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lino

See Winciow Display
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3tc

Hooks.

nf Standard Imoks ami
3jC.
A shipment of ass.ntiM Post Curd Alliums from 10o to $;i.00.
stationery 1"
A aliipini'nt of boxed
jirii-eranging from 10c per box to
11.25 per box.
Mask for tile ball on Tuesday nit,'lit.
STHONtIS HOOK STUUK,
Phone 11114, Next Door to the 1. i'.
A

!in-

.pi-iali-

Washburn Co.
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Nuely furnished rooms with up

of bath, s'eam heat and all convenNo Invalids. Hotel Craltfe.
iences.

Silver avenue.
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412 West Central Ave.

Coke.

JOHN S. BEAYEN

502

South First

.ft

PlloXKCl

AMD

BURGEON
Trtmtcd.
All Curable Oltmatma
No Cmrg lor Conmu'ttt.on
324 N. T. Armljo Bulldlni
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Spring Styles of i 908
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Manhattan Shirts Earl & Wilson Shirts

n
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Standard
Plumbing and

We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
YE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
("rested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Siove and
Xut. Also Mill Wood. Mountain Wood. Kindling and

Tust Received and on Display.

OR. C. H. CONN&R

l. lt plione

Made of the Coal.

n
u
n

(152.

time.

Heating Co.

S

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present

;

a
I.axjttivrt Cnurfh Syiup
Ke:itit?dy'.
aois Betilly but pnmiptiy on the bow- It ftnus the coush by soothins
and lum? Irritation. Suld
the
i'Kie:!y & Co.
bv J 11

(JG.'.

28 BARNiTT BLDC.
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al-

The following ad, or one
ways made this guarantee.
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.
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Schroeder

Schroeder's Orchestra
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In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

Is

ilea-un-

TEACHER OF VIOLIN
Also Maunder of

o;u'h.

OBTCOPATHIC

E. L.

H. W.

I'opulur Couyrl!H

lino of Hoys' Itooki,

Melt-cte-

each.
sfli'rteil

nti:il in every home that
0 aspires to lie dealt li , eiiinfortalilo
J unilWe
ilo Pliiniliin
thai tilwavs
0
trives satisfai'lion Try us next

j

'I'll IS WEEK AT KTllONtrs HOOK
hTOHE.

thi-'iT- t
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ADMISSION 50c.

We are displaying the largest

City, Okla.

Perfect
Plumbing

BALL

Co.

Spring Shirts

Oklahoma

THIRD ANNUAL

The Jaffa
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Fall 2,000 Potmd?

C. P. Taneyht II.

Birds and Animals Mounted True to Life.

p. CO BEt

WE GUARANTEE

to Eat

Good Things

$61.00

$68.00

.

TAXIDERWliST
FUR BEARERS TRAPPED TO ORDER

-

S. T. VANN

catererer will gladly give
you suggestions.

Our

We

ei-.- y

EYES RIGHT!

DIAMOND PALACE

Jewelry, t in ilut--. Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

Majestic Range

u
2

Special Attention Given to
orders for dinners, partus,
receptions, etc.

Watotien,

-:-

'

have fust added another
skilled baker to our force
of competent bakers and are
now better than ever able to
make anything in the bakery
line you may want.

WHITNEY'S OLD STAND

city

ISc

I

?

for

We

Hardware - Plumbing

210 WEST GOLD

Jars

size Jars
Large size Jars
Togueford in Jars
No.

Moth-Proo- i

t

NOTICE THESE PRICES
Small

Diamond.

.

JUST RECEIVED

208 South Second

mini

i

CHEESE

Miss Lutz

oooooooooooooooo

.

Fresh Shipment of

left and they must be sold regardless of
cost to make room for spring goods

Per Cent

i

Special

$5.00

331--

SM-Ha-

to Eat

Good Things

$185 to $5.00

al merchant
city un biio- -

!

At

Men's Shoes
Women's Shoes

lie

I

a gix,

time to buy inciloiui eight Suits ami Overcoat..
f them on Sili. (IimmI hIiUIi you can wear nearly
nil tlio year around unil have rcilmvil tliem In price nil the way
from
I

liave- - 250

.lame Hums is tin name a man
District Attorney Chincy ha
ivp Judge Cm ig this niorn'ng In po- m o court
i
front intending
lice court when he was brought out
at Santa Vc.
It. K. l'olloi k. the sheep riticcr, ex- of the ha"t!p to show reasons w Ijy he3
pects to linve tin evening for hi should not lie given u sentence for vagrancy,
ranch west of MhkiImIciiu.
"I am sick. jil'lL'e," tin' man cried
l
John Hecker and family spe.it yesvalue aNo in I'ndcrwcar. shlrm. Niikwrar, llilery aivl
chance,
"ilive ice
terday In the city and returned t hysterically,
I
filoves. We have Just lliilshed toik.laklnK, and hnve plenty of
give
to
a chaine.
men
want
don't
their home at Helen last nljflit.
go hark in lliere. I
wusontihle rhN at bargain prices.
William Sullivan, manager for the
"Tii.u coiiiiin-- Is as phony as the
l'ennsv Ivania I n clupmcii t company r'ngs
selling."
interfered!
lie
at II. man, ypcnl V'sicrday i.i t lie city. ' i f Mi Millln. "We hive
heard
.1.
W.
liliick, Ii.ifllc inaiiHKer for the tli.r ta'k he fort."
A musical director well known In'
Santa Ke, accompanied by 1'. Waisl:.
general butane axent for the .xanta tile musical circles of A lbiiUeriln
In tne clly steppeil forw.nd and told the court
Ke, spent thirty tnlnute
Hi. ii he had purchase
u ring from
hi.t niK'nt while en mule wcMt.
It may lie a trifle early t talk Spring goods, hut we want to tell
Charles Chad wok. of Charles Chad, I'lirns in a saloon last night. The
von Hint iiotllh-4aiiiliii- g
tlie tact that a great many iin riliaius
ttick and Company, sheep commission ling was produced.
"Worth lis cents i dozen." volun- lookers, expects o ko to Mugdalena
liave cut tlown llieir Spring order. e
sliow you a large ami
the loading of leeled tho chief of police. "I have
l'i iiKlit to nu j o i
assortment than ever. No tiimhle to stiow them to ou.
lirtlcr
S. uii lambs sold to Colorado parties. h peck of them here."
"Win re did you get that ring,
The lambs
ere ralipd by natives In
Ilurns?" (iierled the court.
western Socorro county.
"Bought it at the express office,)
llUKb Campbell of Flagstaff, Ariz.,
!o to
JJ.'Jii.
office and
lie expre
who ha.s been In Washington working for matehooi for Arizona, passed .ee." answered Burns recoxerlng his1
through the city today on the limited speech.
"Well, where did you get the one
Mr. Campbell made
en route home.
no statement us to the prospects for you sold before for which you were
given fifteen days?"
xtaiehood for the Mslr territory.
"A man down town gave me that
The "Bachelor Girls" gave a leap
yeur party to their gentlemen friends one.
"Well, tell me," continued
the
at the Woman's club last night. The
young men were hown every cour- - court, "how could you afford to sell
tesy" of leap year custom, and there It to this man for f0 cents if you paid
were more girls at the party than $j.ii for It?" Hums subsided,
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER
boys, so none of the boys were wall
The ring was a beautiful yellow
,1
IS
to
M.
caret"
flowers.
circlet with "From It.
The case against (S. A. Hlakely, in engraved on the inside.
w hich he was charged with unlawfully
you
will let
"I'M leave town if
jumping mining claims owned by Col. ni." said the prisoner. "1 have the
1. Hunter in the Snndla mount- - nrnney." and he dug dovn in a vest
auis, unci w hich was on mat ueiore pocket and threw a shower of small
Judge Craig, was dismissed, the evi- -: coin ,, the judge's desk. "Oive me
There are no better ranges in the world than
deuce show ing that the question was
chance."
one of priority of rights. Both par- forthcoming.
wan
rne chance
iicb nail irmvni irim i "ti
viann.'
There Is much oelng written nowa
I'se DeWitt's EnrTy Risers,
days about Jhe evil effects of coffee
They are easy to
BUra pills.
drinking, but If you will notice, you ake. Sold by J. H. O'Rieliy Co.
will find most of these articles are
JUST as SOON as an improved feature makes its
signed by pome company that has a
kent itKsmnxci: AT
in the science of stove building, the idea is at once
substitute" to foist upon the market. '102 NOKTII KDTTH. API'lA' OLD
There Is mighty small danger from TOWN I'OSTOFFICE.
to this range, with the result that the MAJKSTIC ot
good coffee.
F. F. Trotter; at the
by using our
Walking made
represents all the best features of all makes. In
Itlchelieu grocery, brought a branJ
to town some time ago that proved so "Tread Air" heel cushions. Worn Into this, it is con- THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
popular thai the supply was exhaust- side the shoes. Better than rubber
Ul llldlCI ICti Hit I.
more
SUUVICU
weight,
spring,
more
heels;
less
MMMMMMM
ed before his customers were half
to all common purposes .
supplied, pn Wednesday last a sec- wear, less expensive. Pneumatic, hya
quickly
25c
adjusted.
Only
gienic,
ond and larger shipment was reeelv.
is unbreakable.
It will
pair. C. May's Shoe Store. 314 West
and Is now on sale.
imwsEi
you
fue'
time,
save
and JjJ
avenue.
Central
Professors J. It. Allen and V. C
O
work; and produce the
Davis, a team of hypnotists, arrived
Wk, CO. YtL
3)
I MTGu CO.
yesterday from Ixs Angelea and today
of results. Buy a Ma- best
arranged with Manager Matson of the
ATTENTION!
JESTIC you will never Jg
Klks' theater to give three perform-- ,
ances opeaung .Monday nignt. "wei
need'another.
think that, we can go Griffith
one better," said Professor Allen. "We;
If your eyes are not right call
Prices
do the blindfold drive Just the samfe
on me and let me fit them with
0
as he loe and we piay Diinuioiu
right.
will
glasses
make
them
that
baseball, which Is a novelty In hyp-- j
notism. The remainder of the
will be along the line fol-- 1
to
We
lowed by hypnotists generally.
DOCTOR OF OPTICS
select our subjects from the audience,
VANN JEWEMtY CO.
appearing to the best class of people.
THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
One Door South of Drug Store.
We get better subjects from among
educated people."
James D. Dally, alias "Kough-hou.5- e
Burns," who says that he stripped off
AND SUPPLIES
in Albuquerque to see how the base- WELL MACHINERY
ball season opening looked, was be321-32- 3
West Central
fore Police Judge Craig this morning
charged with disturbing the peace of
u woman living on the south side.
Dally was arrested during the night.
When taken from the city Jail this
morning he had only a vague memory
of what took place during the night,
though he was the star actor. He nald
that he had been drinking. He was
lined $20 and costs, with the understanding that he would pay for any
different
of Machines suitable for
furniture that he might have de- Twelve
formations and depths, any kind of power de
stroyed during the night. A friend allired.
w riU' lor circular A.
appeared and paid the fine.'

Co.

There ;uo two va s of making money. One i ly big
profits on slow sales; the other, small profits on quick sales.
The
The first way is a sliding plank route out of business.
second is safe when receipts have a good lead on expenses.
That's the reason we prefer it.
Our shoes have the things in them that make quick sales
and give satisfaction latest style, perfect fit, good wear
and low prices.
Take the trouble to investigate u. It will pay you.
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Fobtish & Crosscttc Low Quarter Shoes

M. MANDELL
FURNISHINGS

FINEifCLOTHINlGSf'AND;
DDNLAP OPENING DAY, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15
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